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FOREWORD
The work reported herein was sponsored by Marshall
Space Flight. Center (MSFC), National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). The results of tests were obtained
by ARO, Inc. (a subsidiary of Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates,
Inc.), contract operator of the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), Arnold Air
Force Station, Tennessee.
An extensive experimental investigation was conducted at
various wind tunnels of the von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility
(VKF), AEDC, on various space shuttle configurations for
various Mach numbers over a large Reynolds number range. This
report contains heat transfer results for the McDonnell Douglas
delta wing orbiter which was tested in the VKF, Hypervelocity
Wind Tunnel F. An additional SADSAC report is available from
the VKF-Tunnel F facility which documents test results from
two delta wing configurations.
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ABSTRACT
Heat transfer tests for the McDonnell Douglas delta wing
orbiter were conducted at the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC), von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF) in the
Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel F. A 1.1 percent scale model was
tested at a Mach number of approximately 10.5 over an angle
of attack range from 10 to 60 degrees over a length Reynolds
number range from 5 x 106 to 24 x 106 during the time period
from May 4 to June 4, 1971. Heat transfer results were
obtained from model surface heat gage measurements and
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NOMENCLATURE
ALPHIA Model angle of attack, deg.
C', Form of Chapman-Rubesin viscosity coefficient,
(IJw/IJ,.,) (T,,,/Tw )
II Model heat transfer coefficient, Q/(TO-Tw),
Btu/ft 2 -sec-OR
HO Stagnation enthalpy, Btu/lbm
HREF or Reference heat transfer coefficient, QO/(TO- Tw),
href Btu/ft2-sec-°OR
Hw Enthalpy at model wall temperature (Tw), Btu/lbm
P or L Axial length of model, 21.35 in. (See Figure 3)









QO or , 're[
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Pitot pressure measured at the test section, psia
Survey rake pressure, psia
Free-stream dynamic pressure, psia
Model heat transfer rate, Btu/ft2 -sec.
Stagnation heat transfer rate based on a hemi-
sphere radius of 0.132 inches for the MDAC-DWO
model. A L-foot sphere radius scaled to 0.011
model scale (MDAC-DWO model scale) corresponds
to a radius of 0.132 in.
Model profile nose radius, 0.225 in.
Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions
and a I-foot length
Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions




















Stagnation Stanton number, QO/(RHO-INF)(U-INF) (HO- H
w)
Test section time, milliseconds
Free-stream temperature, OR
Reservoir temperature, OR
Temperature at model wall, "540°R
Free-stream velocity, ft/sec.
Hypersonic viscous parameter, M,(C)) /(Re,,)/2
Axial distance from the model nose, positive
downstream, in. (See Figure 3)
Lateral distance from the vertical centerline,
positive out right wing, in. (See Figure 3)
Local semi-span at a given model station, in.
(See Figure 3)
The height to a given point measured from the
bottom of the model at a given station, in.
(See Figure 3)
Local model height at a given station (excluding
vertical tail), in. (See Figure 3)
Angle of attack, deg.
Gas viscosity at model wall







\ -- The "A" Ray Off Top Centerline
Top Surface
* A- Pressure










See Figures 3 and 4 for gage layout and
Table I for gage locations
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I. INTRODUCTION
Hleat transfer tests of' the McDonnell Douglas delta wing
Orbiteri were :sponsored by the Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC) at Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC). A
L.L percent scale model was tested in Tunnel F at the AEDC-
von Karman Gas Dynamics Facility (VKF), during the time
period from May 4 to June 4, 1971. The purpose of this test
was to obtain heat-transfer distributions over the complete
orbiter configuration at flight Reynolds numbers and to
investigate the onset of transition and the transition zone
over a large Reynolds number range. Heat transfer results
were obtained from detailed instrumentation measurements and
a thermographic phosphor paint technique. Limited pressure
measurements were obtained during the tunnel entry. Data
were obtained at a Mach number of approximately 10.5 over a
Reynolds number range from 5.0 x 106 to 24.0 x 106, based
on model length. Limited results were obtained at Mach
Number 11.5 for a lower Reynolds number range. The model was
tested over an angle of attack range from 10 to 60 degrees
with phosphor paint results either on the side, top, or




The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel F (Figure 1) is an electric-
arc-heated impulse hypersonic wind tunnel of the hotshot type
developed at AEDC. The test gas, nitrogen or air, is initially
confined in an arc chamber by a diaphragm located near the
throat of a convergent-divergent nozzle. For the present
tests, nitrogen was used as the test gas. The gas is heated
and compressed by an electric arc discharge resulting in
rupture of the diaphragm and subsequent expansion through a
4-degree half-angle conical nozzle to a maximum diameter of
108 inches. Testing is possible at either the maximum diameter
for Mach numbers from 13 to 22 or at the 54-inch diameter
station for Mach numbers from 10 to 17. Useful runs times
between 50 and 200 msec. are obtained. The present tests
were conducted at the 54-inch diameter station with a useful
run time of approximately 100 msec. utilizing the 4-cubic-foot
arc chamber.
2.2 Model.
A 1.1 percent scale model of the McDonneLl Douglas
(MDAC) delta wing orbiter (DWO) mounted on the support sting
in Tunnel F is shown in Figure 2. The axial model length
exposed on the lower surface centerline, including the elevon
and body flap, is 21.35 inches. The body flap and elevon were
at 0-degree deflection and fabricated as a continuous surface
with the fuselage lower surface. There were no breaks or
gaps where the full-scale body flap and elevon hinge lines
are located. In addition, the vertical tail and rudder were
fabricated as one continuous surface in the undeflected
position. The model fabrication consisted of a stainless
steel lower surface up to the model reference plane (See
Figures 2 and 3) with the fuselage upper body and vertical
2
L'in made of: a FiberglaslR composition. A complete Layout of:
the model. showing allt instrumentation locations is shown in
Figure :3. The model was constructed at AEDC from loft lines
supplied by McDonnell Douglas (Drawing No. 255BJ00050, Rev. B).
Cross-sections at all instrumented stations are illustrated
in Figure 4. The model dimensions corresponding to the
instrumented cross-section views are tabulated in Table I.
The SADSAC number tabulated in Table I corresponds to the
gage location on magentic tape. For two selected runs a
three-point pitot survey was obtained at Station 2000. De-
tails of the survey rake are illustrated in Figure 5. In
addition, the model geometry is illustrated in SADSAC format
in Appendix I.
2 .3 Instrumentation.
Model heat transfer rates were measured with slug
calorimeters and coaxial surface thermocouples. The slug
calorimeters have a thin-film platinum resistance thermometer
to sense the temperature of an aluminum disk which is exposed
to the heat flux to be measured. The calorimeters are opti-
mized to measure a given range of heat transfer by appropriate
selection of the aluminum disk thickness. The coaxial surface
thermocouple is comprised of an electrically insulated chromel
wire enclosed in a constantan cylindrical jacket. A thin film
junction is made between the chromel and constantan at the
surface. In practical measurement applications, the surface
thermocouple behaves as a homogeneous, one-dimensional, semi-
il'inite :solid. The instrument provides an electromotive
force (E.M.F.) directly proportional to surface temperature
which may be related by theory to the incident heat flux.
All heat-transfer gages were bench calibrated prior to their
installation into the model. The precision of these cali-
brations is estimated to be ±3 percent. Post test calibrations
were made for the majority of gages with calibration repeat-
ability being within +3 percent.
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To monitor the tunnel conditions, two 1.0-inch diameter
hemisphere cylinders instrumented with slug calorimeters were
installed in the test section at an appropriate distance from
the model to eliminate shock interference. A pitot probe
was located near each hemisphere cylinder to measure the
normal shock stagnation pressure. The reservoir pressure
and pitot pressures were measured with strain-gage type
transducers developed at the AEDC-VKF. Detailed information
concerning the heat-transfer and pressure instrumentation
can be found in Reference I.
Model flow-field Schlieren photographs were obtained
during the test. A typical photograph is shown in Figure 6
with the model at 10 degrees angle of attack.
2.4 Phosphor Paint Requirements.
The following is a discussion of the equipment used
to obtain the thermographic phosphor paint data.
2.4.1 Ultraviolet Light Sources.
The ultraviolet light needed to excite the phospho-
rescence of the paint was generated by an Osram Xenon gas
bulb XBO 1600w powered by an Ingersoll Product d.c. supply.
Three units were used for these tests. Each unit had
a heat-absorbing glass and filter to eliminate all, but the
3650 A (black light) wave length light.
2 .4 .2 Camera .
Four view-cameras with 4- x 5-inch Polaroid backs werec
used to record the pictures: two with 145mm Lens were
located on the side of the tunnel and two with 163mm lens
were on the bottom. Each camera had a set of filters to
pass only the 5000 to 6000 A light emitted by the paint.
Type 57 Polaroid (ASA 3000) film was used to record the
image.
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2 .4 .3 Microdensitometer.
The optical density distributions of the pictures were
read and recorded on a magnetic tape by a P- 1000 PhotoscanR
manufactured by Optronics International. The Photoscan is
owned by the Biology Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The data on the magnetic tapes were input to the VKF CDC 1604B





The McDonnell-Douglas delta wing orbiter was tested over
an angle of attack range from 10 to 60 degrees. Two tunnel
runs were required to provide a continuous Reynolds number
variation from 24 x 106 to 5 x 106 based on model length at
a fixed angle of attack. Typically, the high Reynolds number
range run was made with the model lower surface up, and the
low Reynolds number range run was made with the model lower
surface down at the same model angle of attack. This procedure
provided camera coverage for the phosphor paint technique on
the modeL top, side, and lower surface at the same angle of
attack. The painted surface locations are summarized in
Table II.
The sector angle range at the 54-inch diameter test
section is +20 degrees. Consequently, a prebend was required
for the high angles of attack. In addition, the model sting
had an effective 20-degree insert angle. The two sting
arrangements used for these tests are illustrated in Figures
7 and 8. For angles of attack up to and including 40 degrees,
the sting arrangement illustrated in Figure 7 was used. For
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angles of attack equal to and greater than 40 degrees, the
installation shown in Figure.8 was used. Both sting instal-
lations were used at 40 degrees angle of attack.
3.1.2 Testing with Phosphor Paint.
The test section set-up with the shuttle model is shown
in Figure 9. The locations of the Osram u-v light sources
and still cameras are depicted. It was necessary to locate
the two side cameras at the downstream end of the Schlieren
windows to allow Schlieren optical coverage. The Osram Light
on the top of the tunnel had to be reflected onto the model
because of the limited space between the tunnel and an over-
head I-beam support for the Schlieren system.
The phosphorescent paint technique consists of photo-
graphing the painted model surface and measuring the optical
density of the recorded image. The optical density of a
photographic image is a function of the logarithm of the
intensity of the exposure, for a given exposure time
(Reference 2), as illustrated by the figure below.
-4
a0 - Q Linear Region
En B
Thus, if the exposure from the phosphorescent paint at LLs
within the linear region (i.e., logarithmically Linear), the
optical density (D) is given by
6
D = AinB + C
From the paint characteristics
,nB =- f,n fl(I) + f2 (I, Tw);
therefore,
D = Ain fl(I) + Af 2 (I, Tw ) + C
where I is the u-v light intensity, B is the emitted light
intensity (brightness) of the paint, and A and C are con-
stants. For small changes in intensity (I), the functional
relation f2 is given by
f2(I, Tw ) a Tw
When using the phosphorescent technique in the wind tunnel,
the procedure is to take a photograph of the model before the
tunnel run (i.e., a tare) and then take another picture during
the run. It is necessary that both pictures be taken in the
"linear" region of the optical density curve. When the
optical density of the tare photograph is subtracted from the
optical density of the run photograph,
D - Di - (Tw
-
Twi)
where the subscript i indicates the initial conditions; i.e.,
the tare photograph taken before the run.
It can be shown that the quantity (Tw - Twi) is pro-
por tional to the heat-transfer rate to the model surface,
for T
w
A< Taw, and relatively short heating times (Z 1 second)
regardless of whether the "heat-transfer model" assumed for
the technique is a semi-infinite slab (either a relatively
thick layer of paint or a thin layer of paint mounted on a
thick layer of material) or an infinite plate. This, of
course, means that the optical density difference, D - Di,
7
is then proportional to the model heat-transfer rate.
D - D i = AD X 4
The best way of evaluating the constant of proportion-
ality is to measure a few heat-transfer rates with standard
heat -transfer instrumentation at the same time the paint data
are taken. Heat-transfer rate as determined from gages gives
a calibration for the paint, so the paint data yield the
detailed heat-transfer-rate distribution over the model.
3.1.2.1 Wall Material.
The phosphor paint is applied as a thin coating to the
model; therefore, the model wall material must be selected
to give an observable temperature rise for the expected heat-
transfer rate. The wall material selection, many times, is
based on other things such as strength; hence, when the model
material is not suitable to the paint technique, coatings
are applied to produce the proper surface properties.
3.1.2.2 Phosphor Application.
The phosphor paint is a mixture of the phosphor material
and a binder. The phosphor material is a Line grain powder
(a 101j, average size) of ZCdS (zinc-cadium-sulfate) with
silver and nickel additives whose concentration control the
temperature range of the phosphorescence. The binder can be
any transparent or translucent liquid which can be sprayed.
Normally, clear dope or epoxy is used.
3.2 Test Conditions.
A summary of the test conditions is given in Table II.
A complete tabulation of all pertinent tunnel conditions is
given in the Appendixes. In summary, the majority of tests
were conducted at an approximate Mach number of O().5 over a




3.3.1 Model Instrumentation and Tunnel Conditions.
A complete description of the data reduction equations
for the heat-transfer and pressure transducers is given in
Reference 1. The method of determining flow conditions is
briefly summarized as follows: instantaneous values of PO
and POP are measured and an instantaneous value of QO is
inferred from a direct measurement of a shoulder heat rate
on a 1.0-inch diameter hemisphere cylinder heat probe.
Velocity, hence enthalpy (HO), is calculated from measured
values of POP, O0, and the heat probe radius, using Fay-
Riddell theory, Reference 3. With values of PO, POP, and
HO known, the remaining flow conditions (Mm, Re./ft., etc.)
are calculated as described in References 4 and 5. The HREF
(heat transfer coefficient) value reported herein is based
on the inferred QO value as described above. Since the
Fay-Riddell equation is used to calculate HO with a known
value of QO, the value of HREF tabulated herein is consistent
with a Fay-Riddell value for the given test conditions. For
the short run times experienced in a hotshot tunnel, the
model wall temperature ratio (Tw/TO) varied between 0.15 and
0.30, which approximates the condition of practical interest
of reentry vehicles.
3.3.2 Thermographic Phosphor Paint.
The optical density distributions on the tare and run
pictures are read and recorded by the scanning microdensito-
meter. The tare density is subtracted from the run density
on the VKF-CDC 1604B digital computer, and the density dif-
ferences are plotted on a CRT plotter (one density difference
per plot). Each plot (i.e., density difference) is assigned
a color and copied by hand in that color so that a color
composite of all the plots is made. The boundaries of the
colors are retraced, and the reference heat gages and model
outline are located on this tracing.
9
The heat gage measurements and the optical density
differences are plotted to obtain a relationship between the
two. The relationship gives the heat-transfer values corre-
sponding to the color regions. These values are noted on the
color tracing, thereby resulting in a contour mapping of the
heat-transfer rates on the model.
The model image is distorted by the viewing angle of the
camera. This distorted view is reflected in the final con-
tour mapping presented in Appendix IV. However, all plots
from the paint results are in a true normal projection, since
the heat transfer gage locations were used to scale the
centerline and span results that are plotted herein.
IV. DATA PRESENTATION
The following data presentation is presented in the
Appendixes:
I. Model Component Description (SADSAC Format)
II. Tabulation of Gage Measurements and Tunnel
Conditions
III. Selected Top and Bottom Surface Centerline
Plots of Gage Measurement Results
IV. Selected Plots of Heat-Transfer Results
Using the Phosphor Paint Technique
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.Model Aft Region /Attachment
Screws
Knife 
Model 'aj °0. 80 Edge. 15






2000 Pitot Pressure Tube
Locations Normal to Model Surface
POTi - 0. 50 in.
POT2 - 0. 75 in.
POT3 - 1. 00 in.
Note: 1. Survey rake is located along model centerline at
Station 2000, xlt - 0. 916, and y - 0.
2. Maximum thickness of rake exposed to flow is 0. 25 in.




































































































INSTRUMENTATION LOCATIONS FOR THE TUNNEL F MDAC-DWO MODEL
Pressure Sensors, Lower Surface
SAI)SAC
No. Statlon Gage x, in. x/l y, in
1 500 PB5 3.05 0.143 0
2 1133 P11 .3 10.00 0.469 0
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%Model Orientation: D - Model Lower Surface Down Toward
Tunnel Floor
U - Model Lower Surface Up Toward
Tunnel Ceiling
*Three point Pitot Survey
Phosphor Paint Legend: 1 - Fuselage Top and Wing Top
2 - Entire Lower Surface


































































































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - MDAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage contours including canopy.
model scale: 0.011



























NOTE: All units are ft. or sq. ft.
This data includes both sides of the vehicle.
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f
Elevon - MDAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale: 0.011
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ 00050, Rev. B
DIMENSIONS:
Area, ft 2
Span (equivalent) , ft.
Inb'd equivalent chord, ft.
Outb'd equivalent chord , ft.
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





















NOTE: All units are ft., sq. ft., or degrees.
This data includes both sides of vehicle.
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MODEL COMPONENT:
Body Flap - MDAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale: 0.011
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ 00050, Rev. B
DIMENSIONS:
Area , ft2
Span (equivalent) , ft.
Inb'd equivalent chord, ft.
Outb'd equivalent chord , ft.
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord





















NOTE: All dimensions in ft., sq. ft., or degrees.
This data includes both sides of vehicle.
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MODEL COMPONENT:
WING - MDAC Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale: 0.011




















Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC






































Area Ft2 3147.3 .381
Span, (equivalent) ft. 70.5 .776






Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _
W.P. of .25 MAC
NOTE: All units are ft., sq. ft. or degrees.
This data includes both Wdes of the vehicle.
MODEL COMPONENT:
























Root (Wling Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC

















































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC

















Rudder - MDAC Delta Wing Orbiter
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Model Scale: 0.011
DRAWING NUMBER: 255 BJ 00050, Rev. B
DIMENSIONS:
Area , ft.
Span (equivalent) , ft.
Inb'd equivalent chord, ft.
Outb'd equivalent chord , ft.
Ratio Elevator chord/horizontal
tail chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Normal to hinge line)


























OF GAGE MEASUREMENTS AND TUNNEL CONDITIONS
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12· .0191t 012~os Itld.o 55'e .10o30 6.350 3939q) 7.00 5 00 003A? 421? 2233 b.991F 
02 149.1 .op913 .ou10 /11.10
13f IA - S .19 -1122akdh A.1. l ZbAf1_1J 2432 Lb..245LM2.A....A.5a..'a 12 -
PRESSURIE OATA ( PNNSSlE / POP I
TIME - ~ P P5 tIlI.R Pu{S PAZ 0 PT~ . ...
100 .1226 .4i~a fli6~L34t.~L__U 0 rL 0.O2L0
105 .22416 .0d354 .13472 *jl~oQ .002143.
..... 1 .......22513....... .. A......3....1094-...-0-2-........--................
------------ 
i--:~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ...... ........... ...... - ..........9S ~ .................... .......--- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- ---..-- --.-- -- -- --- -- 7-. --- -..- -- --- -- ----- 
-- -- -- --... .. .. ... 
.. .. ..
, P2111 104P6 ,13146 ,113A7 .06
tOO .?~6~ .l9 _ .. .. . A 4q7 _L.L5A .onM7T,
lOS ? 76 ,083S  ,134  ,110Q9 .002M3
.......... ~lit-- .., 2 1. .O 5 . 13 & . . { 9.. OR 8g ------------------------------------ 
7-------------------------------------
12C *22319 .01918 .1302 .108H9 .00275
........ a ...-a16.. 0828l-..1 .ZvO.. ,0b87..-,UO~I .--- ..------------.--------------------------------------------------------- 
--------
136 .22071 .08072 .13030 .10475 .00311
.. EAT Tt A.nSFER UATA (p / ....F)
95.r 1P?. . 3?.. .131IA9- 1 ., 3L... 11...:... 9...1 16....1137, 
.1Z.1613.1415?... . 2..3 
.
100 .11i06 .12102 .11YR4 .13527 *15963 .0511a .1078'. 
.096A3 .12011 *08372 .10894 .15333 .11924 .13633 .14511
los - I?0l 9~ _(_yLnI-Ia1 
16'A31db._
2 L9.A1P3..Y 0211 L......... ..0±...1 .noa ~aaa...-' C S..0 T O933 4 £39t. ao53..
11to *lI~n? .OV113 .09943 .07438 .116Sb .04143 *Olh#4 
.07351 .10314 .07t03 .0j213 .12673 .12158 .13N'2 .14944
--.-- ..-
61.-.09" *.1 1R.-7 ._25. 02 ... f ..057f1... .0555. ..n9415 .... 06.16 ...
06243 ..61102t... 11329 _-o 0 .lOba
128 .lF479 .09214 .08%?? .05194 .09'9M 03?82 .052C0 
.05033 .n8276 .06d814 .05130 '.09014 *0qjs 2 Ood.* .0db6b
-~..~..... 1 36-~..o59J0..04212.~.0aed...5. .... 0188...,1~3~] .... 13.13 ..... 09 ....
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~11..~15~.... 1.36 ....1-072
iIME OPl6.5C Glls.5I 0a17 q4 I E (s4ly U?119R OI9 A OR I i OD 814E A ? ?i 0N210 OM ?lR ILDL.. ..
1,
,llva o14 lJ ~?T Iqb3 ,0517 ,19407 O ],01 1 ,08J - I ij7 -
06147 .07
- i00~~~J~o g ... ,'1~ 6 7 ..18533 .13")' l234.22350 ....131 
..1ul43.3.A0Q21'. *12  .. 1.3 .1606S ._.09474 ...o648-1 .. _ .o59d4 *OObi.
15 .1r.919 .14672 . 3 i9 .20311 .10)13 .10112 .09121 *112N .*o9'2 .153Oe 
.09165 .05*38 .0S21 .01302 . 0 134
- 110.-- ..-* .135 _139... o L.. _. L .1.17.?9 1~ 24__. P.__0 
..14 ._.-.091q. ..I_ 055fJ .. -.566...CO0th .·11 IJ
120 .oQ461 .11341 .12.n41 .13962 .1000o14 . ... ?228 .03JSq 
.1101f .*10g1 .0H9hl .04124 .05020 -.0647I .-01J4
110 .o- ~ 1 
1(4 :t~61~___L2812..U
9 3 5 !! - 068 ...0Zl-·U 9Y O .Ln L334 .4y4YZiii. O 038 .1,2812.04 3 -- 
13e .73!3 .0910 .09022 .1209 .o?43y .oqt .05722 .o5'41 .Obh1e *06971 
*73179 .15557 .052057 .1)3,0
- IME OTO-(JTPC. 1i1.JT oj I2TH urlIC (1215.5 0115.54 r1415.SA 0,15.514 Q1jR OT1qA OTIVC O.19a4 3419
- .....1214. 023 00.. 
-...00563.. . 1... 005? ... O103....0055.... 00067. 06n3....  213.... ... 0. .0.. 46...... 5 I l
lbc .CI??6 *n~ 'c' .00.3,14 .00?'44 .9n5I4 .01104 .00556 .Onl0 
.n0006 .000?b .00599 .oodoe .Oon45 .00043 .0004'l
~_1? _003Q2I~.00510 .0-~ UEJ_0 .3057e2..LO -p0i.,051. .. Z - 5 . 059 .0Z35 0 3(.. 0 46. -00U3 ..a
lie I 2?fj *n10o 0 .004nP .0"'12 *os551 .01106 *o051b .0n106 .nAOS2 
.000'hI .00519 .00180 .oo139 .00032 .000'4
....-
L..... -UI1 1.3.._0I C1 4 ..00-644.. .*030l. ...ooS45...01ue d .. 0SC_5 
..OolAO....ooOl3 ..._ooubI .005o?...0020U... 0055--...00-2 
... .00030
12e .l11t .31046 .00(43 .30310 .005t? 01e0 .0001 
.dn113 .ro5 S .000bg .0o5A% .0011 0nlh3 .00033 
.00039
- 1...06....,13 . .3 ....142..00030
........ ..... 
I. ... .... . . . . . ........... ...... - *- ..... ... .... ....... .
.... ............ 
. ......... .. 





t....0.... ... 1 7 3 3................ ... . . ....l13n
.......... .. ......... ............ 





…~~~O4!,1a lq 1q2 ,00 eo
…~~~~~~~~~~~~~OZ OJC ,10a -0g O9l,~~ ,50 ,67
….*ll
…~~~-1~;-*0.. 14~L--k82--~~~ O~S-O3a-.,*¢Z- OlY--.Bq a39--O&i~e~~--Oil..
…2 
~ o ~
…3 0]3 *~~ Oqb 62~ ,73 ee OS 07 q5~ Ob~ 067 01¥ ,55 0~7- 17
34
Eo c , _ .RO.INC.L ARNOLO_AFS5_.TENN*Lj3.U9.
VON KARMAN GAS CYNAVICS FACILITY
RU .3. ...... ........N HYPERSONIC HOTSHOT TUNNEL F
gUN 365i NAA-ST1S TEST
MOAC- O' NO
TEST CnNDITIONS TFST GAS NITROGEN -.o ST-O. AN RF 8A5" O ON *l32_1NCH.Q_2 RAO|U
ANGLE oF ATTACK 20.000 UEG. ANGLE OF YAW 0 DEG. ANGLE oF ROLL 0 OEO3. OOEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
TIME - P-INF RHO-INF 'T-INF -U-TNF M-INF Q-INF" REfT RE-L V-IN-PTO*O HO OO TU/ sT0 HEFBTU POP
0$SC PSIA LBH/CU-FT DEG R FT/SEC PSIA X10-6 X10-6 .... ... OCO R .8TUI/LB SFT-SEC .. SFT SEC R ' PSIA
4S .1A1246 .005138 _q3.1 9 5'6 _ 10.905 2 251 ll1 2,B117,122
57 15174S2 .004309 S.*4 5119 10.9? 13.147 9-3571 16'.487 .n0249 10124 2122 5.8RSE 02 208.8 .02003 .13197 24.24M
66 .154018 .004230 95.1 5?59 10.;2 12.613 9.1114 16.2115 .00250 9328 2083 5.756E 02 2006B *o2043 1301oi 23.257
76 *13S980 *003466 I1n.b 5434 10.77 11.036 7-1606 12.7405 .00281 8327 2241 6.149E 02 204.7 .o2259 *12034 20.362
. e ..e127549 .003197 104,2 5449 10.71 10.233 6.5116 11.5857 .00293 7629 2263 6.185E 02 19e.9. .n?355 .11S43 18.881
110 .1l71R3 .002721 ln2.9 5175 10.63 8.416 5.S375 9.e527 .00316 6229 2220 6.022F 02 173.7 .02536 .10340 15.633
125 ._9f692, 02L? 95. .56 AIAAI6on 7( A-) I g.- 0_9q17 o W lA RA&L POST .45-56 0 o 24AL .0o210 nQ2SJ __lA; a2.
PRESSURE DATA . PRESSJRE / POP .)
T__tW E Pes P811.3* PFR11.3. PARl P820 PT12 _
45 *2$136 .12820 .08346 .12536 .10845 .00263
57. .L237'S 1265r_, _ B368_A i?316L os105 aL_.O2 49
66 .21876 .123P9 .0824A *12762 .107e9 .00242
_ _ e__..2193*.. 12609 .08394 .13269 .10837 .00260 ___
8e .21650 .12539 .08352 .12955 .10648 .00279
110___.21789 .12300 .07b14 .13156 .10965 .00279 _
125 .22633 *12214 .07958 .12838 .10937 .00274
HEAT TRANSFER DATA (. / H£EF)
.T...iNE ..O .R3- 0B3.5 .R4i R86 . .....088 0.88 -oB9.5 0811- 8 'B- iA 08118 08j.6i3 08148 0815.5 OfIS.Sa R8ls.SA
,. ...:__45.. ... 9406 .18277 .19864 .19164 .15513 .13823 .129e5 11i552 .i2402 .12009 .11270 .16523. -.1073 -.13124 .13610
57 .17107 .17438 .18379 .17ji9 .1520g .12298 .11801 .10601 .12872 .11546 *09909 .16667 .10116 .12817 .13699
..... 6 ,g165__,,e/ ._ 1 6J?__ ~?6 Le2 .151 O_,.llIlI4 -11312 1L41 L-12958_,1166.?_09600 . 16952P - ln I 1.46. -13179__
7e .1*424 .17291 .176e3 .15449 .14587 .11167 .10259 .09245 .i2407 .11897 .oe898 *15940 .11P49 .13498 .13347
88 _. 12406 .16689 .16t60 .14796 .14534 .09665 .10067 .09355 .13141 .11202 .094n3 .16093 .12171.. .1369R .13556
'z1'lI0 .11319 .13140 .12074 .12i93 .14550 .04802 .09734 .09019 .12648 .09580 .08737 .15312 .12362 .13077 .13714
._125._. *11523 .12101. .1115 .11663 .14745 .04383 .09723 .09205 .11679 .08653 .08866 .- 14251 .12795 .:13094. ..13954 
TIME ORI%.eC 00!5.0 _ 0_H17 o9le _.1 0_ AsOB19 ISRA 0_ 9198 O8190 0 .81.9[ ZL_ . _q E 0 2 L...____1 OZ 21F-__ 04__
45 .14748 .23705 .13h65 .296f1 .11305 .10445 .09250 .12447 .11779 .1774d6 09890 .06640 .06319 .08153 *00527
_ S7 __... 14614 .22616 *13107 .27900 .11577 .10275 .08974 .12849 .11407 .16591 .09792 .06619 .05946 .07481i 00646
66 .148Z7 .23052 .13758 .27748 .11387 .10157 .090e2 .12968 *11732 .16348 .09775 0*6528 .06035 .07309 .00721
... 78 .*14745 .73267 .13051 .26091 .10355 .09472 .08779 .12416 .1'1461 .15517 .093771 06611 .05631 .06783 *00711
88 .15165 .22e51 .12643 .25554 .10196 .09170 .08939 .12683 *11471 *15757 .090h7 .06589 .05454 .06973 .00783
.11..9 _ 1344....._4 ._.lel2a__,l2q_ .219.7.1- _ 09733_-o$507_.t877.-_-183_--al0523-1l766--_08797 -059i3_..5288._06j90 -00857.-
125 .12491 .154e8 .12632 .19367 .09816 .08613 .08872 .11753 .10876 .15190 .08767 *05934 .05399 .06229 ,00910
TIME OT8 O'eC 011i "OTllA OlI8 OTli!C' 015.5 QTIS.SA oTiST5B oTis55C Wl5.sA 0i15,R .. .Oile . .QTi9A Tl9C
.. 4.... .. _.00926 .01P24 .00346 .00331 *01032 .01655 .00462 .00134 .01007 .00398 .00060 . 00078 o00574 .00192 .00124
57 .01026 .01549 .00337 .00346 .01011 .01560 .00449 .0n123 lo1047 .00381 .00074 .0003 .ons77 .00199 .00126
_1 ~ 66 *Q 01057' ·8lOSl~i~~r tMa32_L9.0)9.._·0n3 ,D10~7 .00  40003$ 077 -Dh. .- 2 6 0315Q0002102_* f48 -002 00129
7e .01026 .01095 n00333 .00275 .0074A .01275 .00441 .n2122 .01046 .00335 .00Oa2 .00081 .00542 .00228 .00132
__ e_._88 n,01045 .._ 01047 .. 00J53 .00295 .. 00640 .01166 .... 00422 .0O132_..,01.153. .-. 00087__,.00073__.00o53_.&...00242 _.00140_
110 .01095 .01026 .0041l .002PI .00512 .00907 .00426 .00127 .01112 *o*ee .00085 .00075 .00523 .00229 .00133
__. .125 _._0116 .0140 .00419 .00292 .00500_.01(19 .00419 ...00131.._.01152_. °!°L 00085_.00085..00495_.00240 .. 00143....
TIME wlq9A w4199
4'5 00078 .00067
57 . .00075 .00060.... 
----66 .00076 .00070





--- "'' ~~- '-~`~L'"~---- -------------- . ..... . ........ -------------------- ------------ ............
AE it! (4AMJ tfC.) NC AH&QL AFl SE TF IPk 371BA
VON KARMAN LAS UYNAPICS FACILITY
--r- - - --- -' ..... -.....-..-.-...-.......... .----------...-.-..;365 NASA-SAS RLSI
...-..-. f------..--- .........-... ..........................................- .....-.......-....-...-.....-......................
1TfT COnnlrnIFI5 TFpT GAS NITH)(,FEN 0-0 ST-10 AND HnREF NASEO ON 12. INmjAoIUs
AN-)LE IIt' AlFACI% )0.00 uE.' A/iuLE OF YA 0 OEG.i ANGLE OF ROLL o JkG. HOOEL LENGTH 213S INCML
f.;Is,4F Uj-INfF 00-INVO~-6(Nw #f TO Ho D 00 L.EU/ STO. HI3EF NTU/ pop
. ..- ( T....... --- 1'A. .....1u.-6 ------ L0.6. ....... -....... P.51A-...DOEG..kl. U/.LK.-.S0FTSEC SQEL5 C......P.SA
115 .13.300 O,)0L17 l21.J 5-05 l1.z2 10.310 5.0390 8.9671 ,0031Q 6P89 2576 7O043F Q2 245.0 .0.60 .°11112 19.040
.. pEs.~ rarU~!A~w gSSs. c C.P')P )
115 .2017 .1217 .Ob'Q .1053 2.Q7l1 3.21d3
MEAT TRAhSFER DATA (04 /MMF ....
~~---`~~~~~r iiii ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ij~/if ...'~'/;' .. 6~i'~....~ii~ '~ ..'ai'i~'"ifaTi;''~'~'h-'i~ ..... y.... i...11 .....------. ---.... 7. ? .. . . 1 ....-- 37.--. _..-,----.-...., .0.-.--.-- .... Q9. -1..-- ...1.1 0- ... ,0--07.- .... Q92S--.._. 1---0-....-ll--- ....... --- 4 ... ,,1-9-0 .:-....UAA 'J1H6 OMA (;Ht!A u~~q.s (Jd I I n11A 0HIld 0613 OB148 d~ilS5 OAR5SR Udli.SA
TIME ORI-. %C Ue43,. t 1 .-7 , l19 ?H t,1 uI9 l ,dqIO UHIQF OR r2mJo o _E 0 T4 0T6 GT8 Q.8c ,i '
115 ,1;319 .1/100 .13aq .039760 .0'460 .11I*C0 10700 .15*30 .n095o0 .os0500 .0ol0oo .0099 .01290 .01o)174 .0047
......----- - .....~ ..... ,----i - ....b"''fSL'¥','----';---'---yL'~"i ;';' .....~- TIM UT----aIfA fin II u ST195 *JT15.SA ------------------------------
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~f-'"'Q¥'if2i . ... it¥I .A1~ .0A .. O i0i U...D~'4 .n . ,o7..A 59..ooA.o p6 .oI9.g i.........
........ 1)'------, o? -0 .- 0 i01- .. 4 .----. l n.+..., - i ------------------------------
-- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - -- - - -
"1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-.....~.~..~. ... ~~...~...~............~...~......-.. ...-.....---..- - ..... .. .. .
36
AFDc (ARO, ~~LCtLAtIOLQJA FJ,~._ENN,_3...lr(q ,
VON KARMAN.GAS OYNaPICS FACILITY
3 3____TSMYPERSONIC mOTSnOT TUNNEL F
:RUN 3653 #aqa;STS TEST
....#OAC- 0#_ 
_..0_
... _ _ T ·_Efq ¢nolTST A NITaROGEN * TOA S TN-O, AND HeP AED ON .1AN IDrLADLUS
ANOLE nF ATTACK 30.000 UOEG. ANGLE OF YAW 0 OEG' ANOLE OF ROLL '0 Do. MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
TIME P-INO RHO-[P? Te-INF U-INF -I-NF -1N RE/FT RE-L vINF PO TO M-o Oo'RTU/ 5TO HREF BTU/ POP
... SEC PSIA LBM/CU-FT OEG R FT/SEc .. PSIA X1-0 X10-6. .. _.SIA DEO R BTU/LBM SOFT'SEC SOFT SEC A PSIA
80 .7 ;?,17q906 R~_~R,004~l,q~3_ q~,t22 S391 79 10.53~~lb· 13.q71U5Q Z687 .1799n6 .4oo49 96.1 5147 10.53 13.971 10l.2109 18.1678 .n0230 9037 1997 5.525E 02 199.0 .01887 .13653 25.748
92 1T77344 .004449 104.1 5112 10.44 13.536 8.8446 15.7368 .00245 8S52 2141 5.8902 02 212.1 ,01971 .13204 24.961
98 1G7PA0 .0n3806 113.1 S14e 10.'3 12.386 1.2910 12.9760 *00270 8128 2299 6.300E 02 225.0 .0,168 .12791 22.853
.10. .11017 .0o03433 114.9 5965 10.42 11.467 6.4794 11.5294 .nO2d6 7631 2365 6.467E 02 225.0. *0296 .3332 21.162
111 .465932 .003232 11.m 512 10.35 10.978 5.9691 10.6206 00296 6 7188 2410 6.591F 02 22Q.7 .62405 .12229 20.263
1~4-174$qm3+-~OO~§~5.A22~..,--5710...O.35 _-9.369-.84 A58oe196n0 __.9 6347.__502 -6812E-_O; 2.S.--,2659- 1-291 17,29d.
135 *lm6?0O *002363 125.6 575M 10.31 8.450 4.2217 7o5115 .00351 5717 2551 6.930E 02 215.3 *02829 .10710 15.602
.PRESSURE nATA ' PRESS;URE /'POP 
T.IME . PP5 P81131p P811.38 P326 If.PT 2
83 .3.619 ,25..? 1 .4.I430__Z20Q2. 00211_
87 .3155 .25234 14J67 .217q95 .00285
..__ ...92 .. ,35454 .25303 .14530 .21941 .00291 ---
98 *3A162 .25876 .14628 .21841 .00264
05-..-...36330 . .24893 .14578 .. 22043 .00255S
113 e36405 .5e76 .14,19 .22208 .00292
124 ,14J65 -2556 -14337 L L.2500-.0030R
135 .36572 .25050 .14265 .22082 .00274
... HEAT' TRNSFER DATA 'nH i MREF)
...TIn'E 83 035-; U....R4 ...-~086- 8 ... e--- OSA 08d9.5 0811 O9 A llJ 118 0813 08148 oeIs.s 081s.SR QF8/5.5A-
_2 PM -L 30 5L  15 Y.3 -L 3.6 3-9- 2-11 on.2I9n A 234 71.Z 41 32 416- Z2625 , 198290 :28n4 = -2a2 i15 52-.23217._
87 *20346 .27423 .34792 .36361 .27716 .20451 .23604 .21358 .24609 .23180 .19315 ,26937 .20590 .23588 .22754
.17638 .22261 .31215 .34994 .27437 .18790 .22508 -.2n172 .23977 .22985 .18394 -.. 26097 ....20344.-..23579 .22168
98 .197R0 .16430 .23202 .32466 .2683? *ee .21ineo0 .18770 .73379 .21979 .16905 .26063 .20325 .23538 .22097
3105.-.14224 .13859 .14816 .30508 .25645 'e .20148 .18019 .22929. .20697 *16259...25147 .20699 ,.22944 .21441 
_rll 111 .16641 .13373 .12074 .294P6 .24684 *o0.0 .195t0 .17539 .22142 .17830 15714 .25278 .20722 .22i39 O.20737
1~4 .]6~F.~. 954 .11___~EA4 - a.3f9 a ...- ?0-lea9 ,1609Y ,z1291 ,O.2.1388i.-t430  -2Z393 -- 21708-.-2101--
135 *16129 .13575 .11445 .19513 .22383 Ioee ,164'16 *34978 *19222 eeee .13226 .22226 .19076 *.ooo .18947
... TIME- -ORiE5. SC OF15.SD Osi 7 .. ORIE --. 0519 . 0~i99' OBi9 A':- . .. 04098. 8 j0 Ri. 0819E 0.O821i-0-2i 8 00-21ld '-O'. O0i.
83 .26140 .42622 .2454$ .39513 *21035 .20624 .16790 .22352 .21071 .31010 . .20044 .13955 .15957... 18118 .02091
87 .26034 .42540 .24195 .4n969 .20064 .19932 .16345 .2j678 .21576 .31595 .19834 .14029 .15763 .18255 -02113
92 ik 3 5-- A 0? 23 -3 .-.- 3 9 I - ~ 2 1 92- - _-..95?2 1 597 0 ZI 4 0 It--#12-'3 -- 1924.. - *`3 6- - `1* 496 - II i 07--- 0 2oa{4
98 .2330o4 .36780 .2281? .34982 .18584 .19242 .15548 .2n840 .19848 .28668 .18663 ,12409 .12739 .15442 .02147
..... 105. .... 22506 .34728 .22205 .33385 .17812 1e173 .15308 .19722 .19077 .27876 .17928 .11979 .11779 .14609 .02148
113 *22109 .32599 .714S5 .32184 .16962 .37255 .15128 .18874 .18920 .27706 .17215 .11767 .11459 .14462 .02164
.. 24. .2__ 0438 .28576 .2.0334 .27212 .16071 .15934 .1465 .17747 .. 17295. .25637. .15667 .. 10804 .. 09830 .. ,13277. .02114
135 64660 .*'** .191',2 .000* 14829 .15050 .13826 .16853 @0000 e0e*C .14622 .10033 .09101 oOECD .02125
TIME 0T6 OTA TiTC 0T11 oT 'BA OTI TS.5 OT5.A 0115.58 UT5.SC QWI.SOA OIS.SR UTIR QT19A
.___83...... 8 20649 .02636..00902 .00648 .00210. .00991..01633 .06751 .00316 .. 01061 .00179..o0006 .... 00069 .-. 00557 ... 00240.
87 .026!3 .n2671 .00val .00644 .00191 .00964 .01579 .00636 .00292 .00824 .00191 .00059 .0n072 .00465 .00131
...92 _- .. 02660 .02726 .00914 .00626 .00204 .00907 .01600 .00520 .00304 .00723 *001A3 .00067 .00069 ... 00443 .00168
98 .02697 .02733 Y00915 .00%93 .00194 .00318 .01511 .0n425 .00283 .00630 .002n4 .00077 .00072 .00430 .00142
. .~05 ,0~72?.__~2_,0~73 00~205_.00 _001n -.00790-d14Z 0401.-..-- aa2s9-.- ,Q0619-00193__00072 .. _.0~073-00422-012~--
111 .07657 .02595 .009?3 .00948 o.00195 .00796 .01349 .06411 .00314 .00607 .002n7 .00061 .00069 .00399 *00115
124 .07619 .02712 .00945 .0049l .00210 .00761 .01193 .00405 .002Q2 .00566 .00218 .00075 .00071 ... 00409 .00107
135 .07523 .02624 .00V37 .00483 .00199 .00714 .01117 .003qb96 .00307 .00517 .00209 .00066 .00075 .00379 .00099
....IKE T E TIqB OTl9C woulq
823r. t106 ·1000.LL.?..__,01
87 .00098 .00066 .0013
92 .00100 .00059 .0013
98 .00nl1 .00074 .o01I
......... 10S .*0033 .00071 .001Y
111 .Ol32 .00062 .0119
.i ~1409!_---o00057.__. 00 11
135 .003n3 .00075 .0011
9A owiSe .. ..-. --.....
3a. D0_0171
33 .Onl65







ADv (AiOP nOLA) na~JAOE. LA.. SzNHUq
VON KARMa& GAS DYNAnICS FACILITY-
EHYPERSONIC MOTSHOT TUNNFL F
-Olv 36i4 NA;91S i'TEST
..... OAC- DO ...
TEST CnNDIlIONS · TEST GSVNX..__QEN 
-O. .ST-Or AND HRF__BASED._~ 
-.
0CHR Q.MR
iNGLE L.nF ATTACK 10.000 uEG, ANGLE OF YAw 0 DEG. ANGLE OF ROLL 0 DEG. MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
TinE P-INF RHO-IhF T-INF U-INF N-INF Q-INF RE/FT - RE-L V-INF PO TO Ho ooSTU/ STO HREF BTU/ POP
... MSEC PSIA LS/CU-FT DEG FT/SEC PSIA X10-6o6 ... PSIA DEG A BTU/LBM SOFT-SEC ... SOFT SEC R PSIA
53 al6.oo7__. 61.-o 
-Lo - -23 Il,..._61 
_7J1604._ 19 8 4-- 5 .. 5 6 9 E. OZ__Z16t_2., i?69___:l49 6 5.__29.68564 el81524 *00So79 84.* 5907.10.75 14.847 10.9174 19.4247 *n0227 10409 2028 5.646F 02 211.7 :o;898 .1.4232 27.312
-....... T .113468 .004613 103.9 5389 10.61 14.445 9.3241 16.S899 .60243 9830 2188 6.054E 02 220.7 .0190 .11874 26.64674 ,16Q936. *00407 109.4 5q3 10.62 13.417' 8.0008 14.2354 *00262 9440 2316 6.393E 02 239.3 .02107 .11474 24.76286 .150295 .003536 11l1.0 .5561 10.59 11.792 6.9021 12.2806 .00282 8356 2349 6.448E 02 230.6 .072294 .lE745 Z1.76495 ,131776 .002976 115.''6 5484 10,60 10.367 9 o s 5.6907 10.1395 .Q00310 7619 2460 6 . 7 35E 02 229.5 .05I3 .11956 19.142I1t -1.fL~6a OA2. on~9 1 1% 9·712 10-52 9-040P z~, ; -.na 4. 2 .~77~...o0 03. i &A7 9.J T. a-.- ,Z aI I --.l. .-_ 69I.
PRESSURE nATA PRESSURE../. P.OP 
TIME PAS Pel.3R Pdln PT12
3 op.675 .03301 .02YA6' *00i71'-
,64. e -'g2.93 - 03226 .Z98L - 0164_
70 OPA13 o034'0 .02966 .00168
.. 74...... ?7 .06 .03374 .02v¥1 .00174 
8e .00453 .03427 .02940 *00179
.
-.... Wg.. .. 0815 .o03391 .02Y59 .00204....
110 .08626 .03423 .03011 .00206
HEA& TRANSFER DATA (H / HHEFI
TiNE O3 003.5...u' 4...f 'o0s"-- 6Qeea'--b8e8 sOA l .o.. 08118 . 0813 0R14 0o8l5.$ 0015sR QBIS:.5A 
... 3 .00..oOR18 .. 07745 .0765 o0R177 .0048 . 01591 .05559 ..04951 .05994 ... 03157 o045n6 ,07688-..-.051010._06RO4 
.... 0120364 .0682 *069F9 .06779 .07171 .07847 .01636 .05348 .04750 .05726 .03007 .04374 .07622 .05005 .06833 .06558.
.87111 .07841 0O9.83.;..66.041t0886.64.37n - 06670.._06.0o 
- 6292D :65k4 ..-- 134.0 - 1.56e ~QP9eO-.O44i5.-~OO65-O3O9I30gL__aLRI 
-066 1n0-0 4 .9- 6886 &-.0 6 43_-.74 .Oa4! .06174 .05o8sl .0A053 .06871 *01513 .04640 .04180 .04550 .02893 .03893 .05987 .04763 .06810 .Ob8244
...86 _ 0o804 .05226 .04477 .03qs959 .0544 .01512 .03787 .03524 .03438 ..02788 .03292 *04407 .04774....05S831 .0478595 .0cq10 .05224 .04392 .03387 .04664 .01590 .03236 .03019 .02940 .02920 .03101 .03539 *04531 .05109 *03368
__10 ._05397_. ,04019_ .04250 .. 03018 __.,0348. .01690. .03074 .02995 .02926 .03010 .. 02880 .. 03311 ... 04210_.,..04007 . .03055
- 'INE Oqs9.SC 0815.0r Ob!7 ORiRE 0819 0oq190 1A 0 98 DOloD OBatE 082 2 091 8 1T
53 .0c984 .11452 .064a3 .22620 .04950 .04485 .04087 .05870 .06937 .12227 .03630 .02550 .02407 .03281 .019I8
_.64 .#)p883 .10337 .n593 .,22Z57 .04666 .0422 .. 03946 .05270 .06A62 .126R8 °03533 .02552 *02358 .,03190 .02051
70 .046W5 .08842 .05d98 .2?Pfi .04525 04304 .038e0o .0o794 .07238 .125A4 .03442 .02354 .0o299 .03176 .0220374 fi.n'751 .07939 n.05V01 22608 .04435 .04117 .03849 .04196 .07080 .12229 *03326 .02131 .02429 .e03035 .0222886 .02488 .07111 .05575 .I8341 .04105 *03659 .03468 .02528 .06ni184 .11822 .03111 .01283 .02307 .02029 .02275
e502. ,D]- --. 2l.o0..D..5.0Jl6 .o7622.. ,03[36 *0Z3 __25._.028_4 ~l R__ , 10.9_4_9 11868-,.O291L.oo09&7__.02388 
-0.2733.-.2E28u..110 .02054 .068?0 .0448 .o0Sq81 .03389 .02771 .02452 .01446 -04327 .09562 .02728 .00814 o01964 .01572 .02178
... E i -£ 0.T6 .01 O...0T8 OC - 0T. ...e T -IIB QTiC'0715QT5S' T1i.SA-'oT9.0 QT1is5C Ow . OTI8-' OTiA.-'gTj9 OTl1C
. ... _ .02163 .02430 .006b95 .00339 .01364 .00416 eee .00410 .00821 ool .00180 .00787 .0.ee. Deoe Dee,64 .]2353 *02503 .00671 .n00356 .o010oo .00415 o .06424 .00855 e*e*O .001R7 .007124 eeoeO *o0oo .0046
- 16--256*-_, Z66.9-0.0 l._-Ie__,OO384. -Do?.. .._,0046 -. 004 L9-,0n 353.. O0~--,PO~.__o9ln4001_ 0?_7 -_eO.La ::0059;....00463--7* .n5A71 .02649 .00,11 .00383 .00624 .00302 .00425 .00300 .00520 .01158 .001P1 .00768 .00119 .00507 .0047486... ...02454 .02611 .00757 .00392 .00540 .00393 .00411 .00258 .00352 *D-0.-00198 .00673 .00109. .00527 .0043695 .0231 *02cP3 .00Ull .00436 .00493 .00423 .00372 .06251 .00297 DeaD, .002n9 .00624 .0084 .00431 .0037011. l - . 02371 .02658 .00d26 .00441 .00478 .00392 .. 00331 .. o .00238 .eeee°-e00218 
-. 00543 .00063 -.00279 .00335
- . U.'V~E 0wul qAoNlqq53 *00036 .0020R
64 .00047 .00206
70 ,h0046 .00212
.. - 74 .00043 .00189
86 .000so .00190
110 .000 40 001q93' *0 40 .0 93
38
_ __ ______ 
_I__I
%-- --..
AEOc A.QtIJ C, A RNOLA F . ITN. ?7R8.
VON KARMAN GAS nYNAMIC5 FACILITY'
.. -__ -. MYPESONIC nOrSHOT TUNNEL F.-_,__
RUN 36S5 NAA-SIS TEST
M... DAC- o0 ..
t.. T CoNn..iT.!..f I!. ON S TEST NITROGEN 0-0. S$TO, AN.I-PD...B.-_J~___D_ I3_ NNCH-. RAU-
ANGLE NF ATTACK 30.200 OK0, ANGLE OF ¥1Y 0 DEG. ANGLE OF ROLL DOEG. MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
TIME P-iNF RHnO-IF T-INF U-INF M-INF 0-INM RE/FT -. RE£-L- V-iNF ..... PO TO .. H O...O' RTU/" STO HREF BTU/. POP
- ._NSEC PSIA LSM/CU-FT OEG Q FT/SEC .... PSIA .X10-6 . X10-6....... .PSIA .DEG A BTU/LBM SOFT-SEC . SOFT SEC R PSIA
65 .1419A_5 *F004361 A9.0 4956 10.56 1:0 9.723..U..629 . 37 796 9.7J0..91AL26i..570Ji 9A! .J i3994.-20'l
69 .13ARm3 .003796 94.2 5nP6 10.51 10.588 7.9002 14.2130 ,00260 7007 1971 5.396E 02 164.7 .02102 .15i2 19.508
.... 75 .15711 .003n.34 108.2 5438 10.4o 9.674 5.9403 10.5693 .00301 6662 2261 6.170E 02 192.7 .0416 .11140 17.846
81 .117660 .002605 1l4.U 5579 10.46 9.011 5.0984 9.0714 .. 00324 6297 2391 6.4966 02 203.6 .02634 .16996 16.630
.89 111755 ,002426 120.J 5686 10.40 8.459 4.4673 7.9485 .00344 . 582 2486 6.751E 02 207.9 .02784 .10682 15.613
96 .1lO O2 .00 145 17?7.9 5Q35 10.35 7.874 3.8119 6.7823 .00370 5510 2617 7.114E 02 215.4 ,02980 *10372 14.543
oe M .x9-3J.o 4~ 00_1 e.I_ 2'.3 . _.61.03 46._998 3.,.3336 5-9/11 . 0.9.6 a.. 60 64.'L7...1 o2 n.5- ? :.318n -09iA3 12..o5Z-
134 *074776 .001546 126.3 5776 10.31 5.564 2.7555 4.9027 .00434 3946 2587 6 .973E 02 176.2 .03500 *08609 10.273
PRESSURE bATA (*PRESSURE / POP )
TIME PR5 P01._-3 P .3i _P01.38 P020
65 2. 69. . 4___2554_4__. 2Z34 - 1534 Q- _3412
69 .37698 .25778 .26692 .15200 .23763
_ ..75 ...37964.26007 *27006 .15009 .23569 _
81 .36596 .25652 *271Qo .14649 .23856
89,.36705 .25805 .. 27222 .14678 .. 24047
96 .37542 *25936 .26523 ,147%5 .23822
IriA -t. 61 8__.26057L.20 _.l7=. 4632. .23471
134 .36102 *25748 .26345 .I4816 .23413
EAIT TRANSFER ODATA In / HHEF)
.... TIME ..... 3' 083.5 .... .... h6 . . . O8 . . . - 0- 9 s nai9 OBliA 0818. o0 !3 08148 0819.5 O1S.S 0815.SA
65 .Z-..32L.. 2~.§. 0.3Z05.0_.Q._32 258. 5 L2852 7 7 Z5Q.._..,232 6 -195.9.6_.,217A2= :20822-._21031-2 ,2.225_,365 + 2157._,20593.....
69 .19669 .25591 *33435 .31307 .27444 .20925 .22208 .19673 .21046 .20600 .20439 .26583 .10578 .21072 .19903
..16364 .18154 .29o56 .2Q203 .24448 .18049 .19759 _.17146 .,20108. .18798 .18904 .- 25207 -,17614_...19966.. .19713
81 .14264 .13198 .25932 .27610 .22067 .15824 .18320 .16444 .200q91 .17913 .17554 .25062 .IA042 .21154 .20406
rN__
-
89 __.139A4 .10844 .18173 .25392 .20924. .14625 .17223 .15672 .19599 .17326 ..- 162n3 .24190 .17995....2231R ... 20102
96 .14301 .101ql9 .12310 .23668 .20945 .14136 .16495 .15161 .19153 .16991 .15729 .23094 .17492 .20997 .19539
O .- i.2..I...LO _o . 201 15 -1607 1.155.? - 11453 *e,* * 17013..- 1462.7 - 19.3.5__L-L ..83q-1 L9 o--.a 1.9-7 55_.
134 .14713 .10917 .10277 .17237 .17904 G00a .14187 .13912 *eeee *eeee .13805 *R0*e .17926 00o0o .1920
- NE0 IM£ 915.5C-'e- OiS5 01117 ....oR001 .08j-8i 1 ....iVR i .*-B .. 00190-'--- O819E 0621 0021e 8 o* a iE 0021.08O
6......... 6 .. 7035 .37716 .19921 .37481 .19703 .17220 .15516 .21240 .21293 .,26956. .18701. ,13529. *14848 ._15851 _.02196.
69 :.26823 .37801 .109q4 .35711 .1A884 .16498 .15205 .2124 9 .20862 .26349 .17835 *13242 .14098 .15243 .02135
7 'j. A* .3q.531 ,L.L .121.7.U5 54_._._.lt 7 -2746L 1 86..7 -246.7 h--16791 -12021 .-- 1 95S -. 3R.30 - 0214 3-_
81 .22959 .31369 .18803 .3n30o .17792 .15455 .15276 .19868 .17330 .23661 .16614 .11291 .10657 .13078 .02092
_ 89P......21530 .28533 -. 18639 .20919 *16927 .14808. 14980 ..18912 ._.16359_ .22539 .15683 .. .10704 .09785 .12345.. 02061
96 .2n490O .26559 .18162 .27545 .16046 .14214 .14321 .17924 ,15619 .21583 .14817 .10160 .09146 .11730 .02027
__._.... ... _.19q641 .2466 . .18279 .2 6 i54 .15623 .13754 .14233 .17335.._[5053__.20498_ -. 14392....09704 . 08366 -...11275 .02042
134 A Go .16910 R 0GR .14196 .12886 .13572 00OG0 eOeo .1, ,3308 .09340 .07152 coc o0 .02076
TIME 076 Gl OIRC .0711 0TI 1 leR1 oTlIC oTIS.5 oTIS.5,A T15.56 OTI5.9C OW15.5A Ow1!.S5 OTIA OT1A
-.. .. 6 5 _.3169 .02546 .00YR5 .00671 .00219 .01065 .01349 .0n477. °00320. .00355 .00167 .000fl .o0078 .005029 .00138
69 .03135 .02628 .00941l .00626 .002n4 .00950 .01312 .0n476 o00353 .00354 .00163 .00069 .00077 .00492 .00137
.- 75 .02975 .02612 .00909 .00569 .00196 .00818 .0114 .on423 .00346 . .00361 .00199 ._00067 .,00077 .,004179 .00134
81 .02072 .02591 .no015 .00542 .00203 .00736 .01147 .0395 .00334 .00349 .00149 .00058 .0onn078 .0040? .00128
~ _8.9 ,0282§ ..... 02575_~._,00u96~ 00501 _....D Q.009_o00679._ ~01190 ....0049--~.,0337.,00 363-00363-- ,0016~ ---,.000.-,nO7 Z-,00k7.7~.eO0 ll I....
96 .0737 .0n2534 .o00O .On49 .oo00I 9 .00"9 .01249 .00399 .00337 .00380 .00173 .00069 .0n086 .0045R .00113
108 .076P2 .02444 .00814 .00424 .00204 .00699 .01200 .00408 .00332 .00376 .00162 .00059 .00074 .00419 .00106
134 .02590 .02322 .00W6 .00400 .00216 .00684 .01113 .00376 .00339 .00352 .00153 .00060 .00057 .00352 .00104
. TIME OTI9C 0019A 019
5 .900051.._.00 14_2.001'q_
69 .000oR6 .n0141 .00142
75 .00072 .00125 .00115 . ............
81 .00078 .00114 .00109
89_ .00068 .00110 .00109 ..
96 .00075 .00109 .00100
138 .0008275, 0. 03_ 0010 5
134 *0n075 00LO0 .001n3
39
__ · ------------- ·:
fOVC (AkL.0j IL, ARBQOLA!rL_5iT.ENN- iao q
VON KARMAN GAS oYNANICS FACILITY
_ __ _ -- , _ _ - HYPERSONhC HOTSHOT TUNNEL F. _
flU- 3656 NAA-STiS TEST
__ POAC- OW .. __ 
_ _ _
TCT CoNOITIONS TEST GAS NITROGEN Q0-0 ST-O, A NDHRLJ.SeEO ON .t3? XNCeAAO!US
ANGLE OF ATTACK 10.000 OEG. ANGLE OF YAW 0 OEO. 'ANGLE OF ROLL 0 OEG. MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
i 'iME P-INF RHO-INF T-INF 'U-NF M-INF Q-NF 'RE/FT
-
-- RE-L V-INF P -TO BTU/-- sTOHREF BTU/ POP
-... SEC PSIA L8M/CU-FT OEG R FT/SEC .... PSIA . X10-6 .- X10-6 .. PSIA DEG R gTU/LRN SOFT-SEC SOFT SEC R P51I
T70 132074 .002702 127?6 5722 10.16 9.541 4*7195 683972 .n0327 597i 2520 6.852r 02 22S. .n7642 2lli? 17.614
PRESSURE OATA ( PRESSURE / POP 1. 
__ TIHNE PR11.3 PRII.38 P, IS PB20
70 .04323 .02918 .03985 .0290?
HEAT TRANSFER DATA (H / HNEF)
YiNE 083 O. 083;.5 U4- 06 O88 OBSA 069.S 0o11 811A 08118 00B 13 ; 8148 081OB5.5 Qi5.SROHIS.5A.
. .70__. 05S53 .04S94 ..0454i _.02972..._004302 ..02028 _.03i04 ....02963 _.03397 .03057. .03052 .o03660.....03692 .04643. .03316..
TIME ORI 5C OB1I._ _ j708lE9J9 01RjB19R OHIS _LQ8 9BI9 _ 08I9E o0Q QB2jgiaLP0821 OT2EL _ OT4_
70 .02285 .07086 .04529 .07757 *03725 .02547 .02521 .01704 .04406 .09772 .02849 .00928 .01583 .01936 .02002
TiHE OT76 OT OThC o-I OTliia 0118 oTjIIC OTTjSl.5OTjS A 1T1S.5B O1i5-5C Ol55W A QWj5.5R5Tq OTAlg
__70 _.o020_i2 .02303 ..00933.__..00421 .... 00815_.00464.._ 004 --o0387-._601o96 ..00268..00S9 ..00250-.--06426-.-00682 -.00069
70!,E 0o7198 Q0j90A (W 
-q
70 .00250 .00028 *00203
40
.~~., .....
- ~  ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - -
__---- _ _ _ _. . _._ .. _. ,
-
_- _-~- _~- - - - - ~ -- `r




_ _ _ _ _ __ , ,
L~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .................................. .
._. _·- _._ ,_4___ _, _ 
_ __ __._,_,__._ .__L-- _ _ _ --.-............... 
_- -- ,- ...- ·- . ...--
r 
__ .
AEOC (ROt__tNC._ ARNOLO_AFSLt TENN*_V1.9
VON KARMAN GAS DYNAMICS FACILITY
HYPERSONIC HOTSHOT TUNNEL F .... .
RUN 3657 NASA-SIS TEST
.. OAC- O Oo DI ....... .........
TEST CnN.ITIONS 
-E0T NIR_.A~ pOGEN Q 0e ST-0 AD. .
aNGLE ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~Nd YnAWT C 40~0 DEG. ANGLE OF ROLLNGLE'F ATlCK 40.500 ~G. ANGLE OF 0 O0EG. ANGLE OE ROLL 0 DOEG. MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
TIME P-tINF 'HIO-LKF T-INF
~
U-INF PiINF O-INF'-RE/FT .. -RE.L -- I'NF PO TO 40- OO-RTU/ TO-HAEF BfU/ 'POP
..*..SEC_ PSIA L8A/CU-FT OEG P FT/SEC PSIA X10-6 X10-6 .... PSI.A .. 0EG R TU/LBM SOFT-SEC .- S...SOFT SEC R PSIA
?7 ,179644 *.0035A 13113 5931 10.36 13.496 6.235911.0952 *0290 8998 2654 l.34?Eq . A.6 n3 193 24.9l6,~5.__.1~.0.=2 ._0@90 99 254?,47Eq 0~._~94,6 t0~3~3 ·,~]9]?.Z.1.
82 '1!7606 .00345 176.d 5A52 10.42 12.747 6.2070 11.0438 ,0292 8692 2590 7.14 9 E 02 276.0 .02350 .13463 23.547
..94 .14A50S .00315 121.4 5721 10.4* 11.276 5.8674 10.4396 .00300 7661 2493 6.833E 02 244.1 .o02429 *12497 20.821
109 .12A100 .002863 115.0 5587 10.45 9.636 5.4171 9.383e3 .n0314 - 665S 2394 6.515E 02 211.4 *0?552 .11403 17.78'
. Le_1 *11~6s 2 *00272R 110.r 5476. 10.44 ._.58.1_.5,2557..9.3513. 00318__6052.._. 2309_ _.e259E 02.-_88.0--.02556 .10625 16.274
PRESSUREOATA ( PRESSURE / POP 
_ !TME PI1.3 Pe11.38 i PB1S . Po20 .
?e .46030 .23321 .42316 .3476
__ 82....46095 .239892 .42773 .30949
94 .4G102 .23675 .43659 .39057
!oLe._ 450 L3 -4 103.-42ua .40643
e18 .45639 .23778 .43934 .39368
HEAT 'TRANSFER' oATA- i-/ HnEF 
~
TINE - 3 F 83.t . u4 ...' 6 QB8 00A 089.5 0811 0011A 08119 0911 08148 G 08 1. 0815...
e 6834-325 6 kt38 bi4-3 L8304-..2.341 -I9193_.Z4.1U0-230 1.4-.1?693(L...23316 -2zA4a2a3Sa45 ,5S47.9 2442s.-29gZ--
82 .?RIq2 .32247 .38040 .31010 .2n124 .19120 .24603 *2774 .27305 .23068 .21917 .28812 .24647 .24869 .23204
94 ..?23A4 .28340 .36112 .29637 .27464 .18752 .23264 .21841 *25776. .22749 *21531 .-.. 28291 -. 23830 .24397 .22549
108 .2059s *21784 .32518 .2251 .27181 .18513 .23502 *2o855 .25289 ,22807 .21444 .28045 .22686 oeeee .2312S
....... i .....I038 .. 17822 .o26358 ..25962 .26457 .17943 .22728 .20220 .- 24932 _.22667 .20509.--.27136 .- 23180.- *too*.. .22373
TIME o015.5c 0815.s_ 51) 9 q9& onlg o81E8 019O0 19- L 087 i QUOn. i A.to o2Fl~ JTA...
78 .o5759 .28409 .23205 .35P05 .23335 .19928 .21126 .24561 .21935 .28919 .23671 .1456 .15760 .20777 .02469
.82__ .25720 .27979 .23400 .0.34493 .23240 .19761 .20849 .24288 -. 21828 .28507 .23583 -.14462 .. S541--*20476 *.,02442
94 .2461? .26693 .21890 .33181 .?479 .1gga5 .20413 .23285 .20949 .27475 .23012 .14617 .14;82 .19845 .02316
fP"~'_ O__ _ ..24388 .. 25765 .21892 .32577 .21869 .19721 .19876 .22919 .20650 .27124 .23414 -.15020 .- 13144 -. 1917q .02477
11 .23858 .24713 .20y90 .30900 .21061 .18612 .18735 .22181 .19812 .26407 .21820 .14396 .11672 .18304 .02493
TIME 0T6 QT8 O[RC 'TII 0TllA OllI QTlIC nrT15.5 OT1S.SA 0T15.58 QTIS.5C OW15.5A 0W1S5SR OTXR OT19A
_ 78g .__,03049 .. 01863 .006T7 .00415 .00208 .01087 .01218 .06672 .00320....00150 .00085 ,00088 .- 06091 -. 00317 .00136.
82 .03057 .01836 .00898 .00416 .00199 .01075 .01OlE .00673 .00309 .00140 .000A6 .00092 .00008 .00309 .00140
94 ....03013 .01857 .00909 .00424 .00233 .01051 .01238 .00681 ,00300_ .00154 .,00083 ,00087 .00092 -. 00338 *00146
Jo0 .03079 .01969 .00973 .00419 .00237 7 .01213 .0n683 .00275 .00149 .00090 .000e3 .'06103 o00315 .00150
lie W.M.3]~ 1 .OI Q00 .... .0038 0.pO~Z35!±5 a oh '1A =0o619.-O 210 0 IA 6. GO 0O . ,009] :000aN ;0322-.-0 .
TIME OT.198 OW198 .........
78 *00159 .00170





AEoC [RARO ~G,.L.aRJOLiLf.A Lej._.fL_..
VON KARMAN GAS OYNAPICS FACILITY
Kt- ~lN~~. 65 *- S T S- HYPERSONIC HOTSH OT TUNNEL F _ __
... W36iJ-- S' N;A'STS TEST
_. MOAC- OWO
TEST CnNOITIONS TEST GAS NITROGEN QO- ST-Ot AND HREF 9A ED ON .132 INCH RADIUSAmn-L.E--nF-iATTACK60,900 UEG. ANGLE OF YAW A__IWLE ATTlCK 60.·00 t~EG. ANGLE OF rYA DEG.o ANGLE OF ROLL -0 DEG. MODEL LENGTH 21,351 INCHES
'X--tME ' P-TNF RHO-IKF T-Itf U-tNF M-INF O-INF RE/FT .. RE-LV"-.INF PO TO HO-- - 00 8TU/ sTO1 HREF 8TU/ - POP -
. SEC.. PSIt LB/CU-FT DEG R FT/SEC . .PSiA XI0-6. .. X O-6.. .... .. P DG R BTU/LOH SOFT-SEC . SOFT SEC'A PSIA
7? *209368 .006160 e0.8 S 10.66 16.64413.9339 24. 0802_.*9A I3 ___1.855 _S!222_ ill 463 488J306. 660
74 .20037 *005534 q4.eO 15 10.64 15.8d76 11.7578 20.9200 .00217 10512 1988 S.S45E 02 213. .oi775 .14730 29.262
____ !7 1?027 .0048@2 100.5 5330 10.67 14.955 10.0875 17.9483 .n0235 10290 2133 S.921E 02 224.8 .i885 *141*7 27.983
SS 017'618 .0041q7 107.* !497 10.64 13.679 8.3683 14.8893 .n0257 9615 2280 6.297r 02 236.3 .02064 ,135R0 25.235
_ 92 .167276 .003900 114.7 5614 105.1 12.Q42 7.2608 12.9189 .00273 8q61 2388 6.575E 02 248.1 .02215 *11426 23.890
99 s1o302 .003167 124.0 544R 10.53 11.679 5.818 10.3532 .00305 8400 2588 7.133F 02 263.4 .02453 ,128AO 21.575
~02I .1~54.~,_,,~0~796_1.33 2 5~9.1-1 0,__. s 82]_...9004_68.71 9 0_.,n039 763. 2721 T,.95-.02 2106a : 02627 - Z7'4;s_.-_ 19.991._
!Ij *13'813 .00254% 137.3 6O83 10.41 10.194 4.3908 7.8122 .00347 729? 2803 7.727E 02 269.9 .02728 .119p6 18.769
_ 20 ,127147 ,092316 1434 .. 6175 10.35 9.525 3.8873 6.9165 .00367 .. 6787 2889 7.967E 02. 272.7 .. 02876 . 11609 -.17.610
130 ,112928 ,002011 146.6 6253 10.36 8.479 3.3409 5.9444 *00396 6210 2963 8.168E 02 266.3 .03100 *10988 15.681
PRESSURE 0ATA' -''PRESSLRE-/ POP') 
-- _
-- 4 WP85 PRII 13 PRII.3R Pa1S P820 PT12 POTI POT2 POT3
71 .....?_ __ 92? _.lA706 .... ,315 .... 7317. 7769... ,0061..1,4363 i.4278 1.3983
74 .9347 .7775 .3995 .7478 .7771 .0061 1.4428 1.4409 1.4123
7...7 9345 ..7755 .._ 399q ._. .7369 _.7777 ._ 0062 .1.4679 .14340 1.4152. .. 
___.
85 .9265 .7815 .40AR .7411 .7780 .0065 1.4530 1.4094 1.4234
92 .qZ99 .8095 .4150 .7309 .404 -0067 1.4648._1 .3978_-.4472
99 q3)1! .7936 *4350 .7466 .7836 .0071 1.4906 1.3830 1.4467
-07.._,9236 .. 8005. 4214 .7511 ... 7785..0073 1.491 1.3934 1.4834__ __
%14 .9119 .8007 .4221 .7498 .7936 .0071 1.5022 1.4197 1.5005
.20 ..... 9233 ._7995_._ 4205. .7379. .. 7712 ......0073...1.5227 .. 1.3929 -. 1.5023
230 .9287 .7868 .4269 .7476 .7857 .0077 1.5191 1.3939 1.4553
EMAT TRANSFER DATA (H / HHEF)
-TIHME- la3-E .0' 0o;4 3Qe6 oe0-3- '4-oe0-8-oe688- 8.ei53l bIA- 0el8- 0ez3 oel0814 0 . 15.SR 8155;A
... 71.__.3o575 .28217 .. 29011 .49061_. .39392 .38513 .39957 .37734 .36472 .34561 .. 37955_ .35336 .. 34764....3170 -.33719
74 .2e073 .26145 .27626 .480A6 .37887 .36590 .38429 .36501' .35062 .33164 .35690 .35551 .34250 .31418 .32863
,L~-I L6..~m-~, 7 : 1.26 ,2A_09_ 0. .__ , 1425 -3682_ .34965_..3'7311_.35418.._.34366_.32418_.. 33862 -36131 - 4061 1244__.3241._.__..
85 .2A675 .23050 .22923 .42749 .34304 .29923 .35333 .3)400 .33606 .31067 .30692 .37892 .3q916 .30580 .32564
.. 92__ .25411 .22523 .22201 .40575_...32514 .24360 .33710 .32315 .31674 .30796 .30951 .. 37245 .33619 -.. 290 96 .. 30445
99 .24952 .22421 .21292q .35A1 .29616 .18324 .317e6 .29740 .10777 .28755 .29120 .36892 .32949 .28578 .29894
_ .iO07 .24885 .20360 .19333 .27902 .26076 .08483 .29216 .. 26438 .27402 .26179 .26653 .35457 .31i09 - .24602 .28761
214 .25355 .20025 .20303 .26079 .25980 .08044 .2879? .257q0 .26506 .25560 .26220 .34630 .2A317 .23248 .27819
526 -)2&~45 __.2o.5en .2029A S ~ 3L_. 2411.1 081.61 :-2-7J4eL.24646_-r_.25 _23636._.o.254RO= .3364.__26430. ----J -2b05--
130 .24054 .20237 *19304 .19525 .21049 .08265 .23313 .22009 .22147 .20016 .23853 .32122 .26248 .eoo. .26038
TIME ' QR0. SC 0qi5.0 - Odi7 - 0dBeE .. 8.9i' 0819R"- B9~ -* R190 6OA190 -0B19£E OE 21E .... - 01 6 .. OTC 
-. 71 ..... 3?719 .50P5 .32302 .40?277 .31755 .32939 .30712 .356q91 .34610 .49306 .41177.. .01191 .01791 . .01502 .00801
74 *31853 .494P2 .31305 .3q933 .31369 .32185 .30171 .34945 .33441 .47623 .39811 .01O08l3 .01649 .01472 .00809
.77 1,.31./._ .49ZS__25_,3L ,21 3P zL._3130o_..32.998--.3052L_ I34184 __,3299_ 46815_6 39325. _..01060_.01600_-..014060- ..100803... .
85 .3n5A4 .47310 .31064 .37723 .30931 .32196 .30246 .337n8 .11?78 .44902 .37957 .01141 .01557 .01338 ,007R9
__.... 92. .. 2a445 .46083 .29506 .36001 .29166 .30076 *28657 .32091 .30900 .43512 .36569 .01166 .01448 .01263 .00771
99 .2?t9q4 .43017 .28701nl .32908 .29300 .29147 .28320 .31015 .29056 .41371 .33746 .01295 .01372 .01222 .00775
. [O. - 26761 @39600 .270A7 .30823 .26610 .26933 .26844 .2A323 .26537 .38800 .30579 .01349 .01315 .. 01146 .00649
!14 .2A019 .38504 .25966 .30405 .25551 .25316 .256e4 .27515 .26192 .37893 .29539 .01443 .01300 .d1155 °00615
--- -...i0: ~.. .25o30 o5.3..366_J2646. .29232 -24300 ..Z2906.246 93_.26756_-25354-. 36752.-...237975 a A,14ZO-aOJB_ ,075-, 00613.
230 .74538 .32414 .23668 .27342 .2269q0 .2276 .2312'. .2519? .232q9 .34525 .252n9 .01623 .01312 .01055 .00622
T7ME OTil CItIA ' T11! '1TIS.5 OTi5.SA 011T.58 QTIS.SC Cwl%.5A O15.5R OTIS OTIqA" OT1.98---
..... 71? .. 00658 .00195 .018q4 ,00347 .00315 .00504 .00356 .00322 .60314 .00398 .00394 .00403
74 .0n629 .00192 .01109 .00337 .00320 ,00474 .00346 .0n293 .00322 .00376 .00396 .00397
-.-- _-.7 . 0059..001 27.-..__.. 1 70S__.00325§ o00 323_...00 3 .00344....0CO259.-. 00299_._ 00366__..003R5-.0OR 36
85 .00558 .001P2 .01532 .00309 .00328 .00J55 .00331 .0n242 .00241 .0033? .00375 .00375
92 .00536 .00172 .01333 .00290 .00329 .00311 .00214 .00225 .00242 .00309 .00393 .00368 .. .... .
99 .80508 .00150 .01244 .00266 .00334 .00251 .00104 .00224 .60214 .00267 .00379 .00364
..... 07 .01446 .00136 .00112 .00237 .00341 .00242 **o·o .0o203 '.00214 .00245 .00372 .00352 .
114 .0n411 .00127 .001n2 .00242 .06352 .,00230 eeee e·e .00202 .00239 .00301 .00347
"0 -.C --.,003 .4 0411. -0069 00233 .00355-, 0022 .-. * *.. * ·· . .e ··_..0023 _.00356 0_00340 -
130 o0n393 ,00113 .00469 ,00228 ,00365 ,00207 eeeee eeeee eeeee .00235 ,00349 ,00336
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AEUC (AWOt INC:.) AHr~OLn'F~. T[NN. 37Aq
¥ON f(ARMAN (AS IMNA11C0 FACILITY
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AClOg (Anu, I&Co) AH.ULQ Ai. TEV-N. __.zA9
V¥tN mARMAt UAS IYNAP{ILS hACILITY
.................................................. ...... .......:. $ - - . -] - - -- -........._ -------..- - ......-................................
tIU 366n NISP-S1) TLbf
IIE1.CnNn[ I1ONb IFf' -GAS N[11I9GEN . 0-0 ST-00 AN HnHEF NASEO ON .[132 INCH RAOIUS
UNOLE (IF AIIaLu 45.000 UP.G. ANGLE oIF YAW 0 0L0. AJ4MLE OF IOLL 0 Uc. MOODEL LENuTn 21.351 INCHnS
'----T'~ ....P';tN -- '"rrah'~lx"l--- lr"--tFk1" '-['"';T....'L ...V-' !~l~r --------~ --------- ....... -----...... "Sd"RF S~' O~~~~ ~~~~~~~~-v-c~~~~ ~~~~~~~v I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~a'O O i6tU/...STO"Hf EF' eTU7"' P P.
ME ' ... .. P.A L.s- & 8 .P(.CE,..O .~ ......... h.IA. -.-../C.-5  £ ... ...... ....... 7...1PA-E. 5Cc. N. SEC. PSiA
1o0 *7QpnOP .0o0eJje sq 55d1 11.'.?- 7?~ . .I4? 1uV3? n03b 9)341 20.2 oa.e.?v 08. l2 0_3) 103437 I_4.J90
112 ,01'*Lie .une~i.Y q 2 .eI 5.703 I.etd 7.JlH ,'~.. '4 tl.d942 .00171' R4U0 243d b.723E 02  12.4 .040o02 .ol01b -].bi
.. -- I -- ? ..t.A... . -onO3.. ......... , .... ~.¥'..~ Le. k{  .. _ .. . .. {a626 ...250. .. P.4e90Eg 02... 192.4 -...OJS1 .... Q 22.... .ge .
125 6,e,,~  uLmii.4 d44* 5"?42.1l."A 6.,,4 ,.2yll 7.eJ'. .00401l la4r 2'uZ 0.d15E 02 1a3.5 *03234 .094o 0 11.J 51
, ,~~?. ~ 37 ,06~'ua0 ,.g..e~. _..CI.4.* ·~.v .... ~T a _~ ~.4.~.~.~.Og_..~.25y..._..o.,) 1. ...o.u.l. 7.l.Z2..., e 2... LlZ,9 .. ,01J4~9... ,092~e.... LIo~T .
PRESSuRAE DATA ( P SSLhE / P(P 
TIME P-S5 I'b11.A l-rll.3H PhliS PR2U
ICC .*7527 .b5G3~ *L7,?9 .56690 .'.7443.......... -- -- -i ----- ---- -- --- '";------.-------.--------'----------"--,'-------.....................................................................................................
....... ~....,.67.0..... - ---- 7---.................. ......---------------------------------
lie *74420 i4,Q14 .2I tu24 .56220 .4e711tJ
129 *735 Q.U l9 I'i 751l
137 ,7317, ,b)eGd o2dUvY ,jbe .*76,*,
..... ~ 4 ..... ui6------ wi.... od i -- iH1A 6 11 u . ...... 5~oj5~s
-------- I-CAE ---------- 6 ~ ~ ~ ~j jii i -·bH la-4 .... i--· j ds--. 46;1 i A dl?~~ ~'' i
..... fAY .~kl ~'b~Y~'i'> ~! ...................................................................3. ........
112 .21413J L9J33 .2 .1A *322.1 .? 9071 *Icu]3 . 4*2m .240.v6 :4,533 .23220 .22350 .30990 *26012 .21604 *226b -
.......... {,e ..... ~) 0...,lu .31 .? .. r3 U, .ole?75..:,2oleU ,24335 .245r0 ' .. 22 0 ..219Hm .... 301vJ .254 2...,~731 5 ,2Ji11
12'% *213.4 .L'14? * .I1.42 .*2"m .270(u- *16U'4 .21)40 2?3d43 -. ?Jgf9 .22400 .1474 .2941i .24495 .26097 *2J234
........ 1 ... ..... 1 ..... 7.... } . ..... 25.7. L.. . ..e...:h........ .0 .. u....9 .... 2Z149 }....223 .. Zo00o .. ,.2412
*IME 'OI'  PF . Ill t , IHJM q UFI A1 m Ii qU I ei0 ud! 21{0___ JlU21E__21 n ?__?_W 2£ O T_____
_________ _____0______ _TS .... O4_1T__
ioeC .3232~ .C'0'c  *22'.5j .d' 2 .1 11/ .2eUS .2~1'. *I I .17020 4211 2 .02461 .01987 .01136 .00115 ,0032l
.......... Il ) I.....)('2'u . *l1L .. 3365._ 0 ... i.,'e33 .. ?3,6J......21122 .. 1 -21. .. 2o 20, ...02433 ..o0203 .01104.. U00726. .0029
lid *2'0t3 . P' I .I iL .2372? .le'J9 .1'dJ9 .*2394 I*P436 *15 5 ?1 .19601 I 02336 .02044 0ll3 *00741 *003OZ
........ 129 .?.. . . . ....u,. I23..C ?2..0 2. 2 q.,3040..., 1 n13 4 4 ... 14r)3 . 1929S o02459..,020O1.1 (010I.. 7 007407 ..._00306
137. ; 2i74uo , 1 d4 1 4 ,1Ydi .223q6 , aC2I , 2 t'i:3 *.e126 *16993 .'1332 .181111 -023"0 .02062 *0114e .00737 .,O30h
-*1oe? e0, )h7 ...0..ooa9 .u0 ,13o ] _. .. 00/.I.. 0,·0oI4 **.ofo ....,00075 .. ,002 11. ,00170 .u02?4 .0 0020 . .001098. .00200 .....112 .nII .*o0145 .00-92 .0111 *0O03 .uuu6$ .0u0 i ..no'q .ouo2 .00160 00o272 .o0u21& .0003 .0019o
......... ).)(a...... on I_,13 .. )0o17 0011Ap2.2 .... 0 u .73 _ooyt3 00 7 .. .0076..oo24o. 00 0 .,u276 . .002.1. *007004 .. 001800.~~~~~~~~~r~q~~~~,V"L·'~~~,rrlO~??~~. .On1~2~~~,V005!~ ~ O~ye3 ~ _   o 0 7 e _0 14  .. uo2'16 oo0 ~ il . 0 ?  .. 0·0180 ...... ...... 
129 .*O.lI .U:lc. ' .00o09 .001H. % oiuOO3 *hJud I *uVl01 .00075 .00200 .00150 00245 .00O09 .00205 *0011 7 2
, 137 .0.fLqj . _L)I .0.QIl .IzQl~_q .unop .0.QI*t2 .n.0?.~__uZ6 -2 on. -0__ 015o ,00~..._,oolto -0.0o1.--- 0 aa 6__
37 . pZ..~JQ . o'.N -iuI......o.o o.003 L.. 0.4....... 0 i..0.011....... 016-
-- ~-......~~............................ ............................ .......... ......... I ........ --......................
................................-............................................................. .............................................. - - - - - -....................... ................
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AgoCJ~kRP0v._ZNC). ARNOLD. AFS* ~TENN..i373_'
VON KARRAN GAS OYNAPICS FACILITY
HyPERSONIC NOTSHOT TUNNEL F
PUN 3661 NASA-STS TEST
NOAC- ....
_TEST .CnNnlTIONS TEST GAS NITROGEN Q-0t ST-0.?.AND tREF. ASED..ON__ . 32_-INCH._RADIUS.
ANGLE nF AITACk'-0L}0-UFO: . . GL[ O6 YUd 00 EG. ANGLE 06 ROLL 0 EAW MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHE5
TIME P-INF RHO-IKF T-INF U-TNF P-INF O-INF -RE/FT RE-L-'"'V-6 . ..... PO' .....TO ...... HO'__0 .... 0 BTU/ ST0 HREF 8TU/ POP
MSEC PSZA LHm/CU-FT DEG W FT/SEC PSIA X10-6 X10-6 PSIA OEG R BTU/LBN SOFT-SEC SOFT SEC R PSIA
60_'__o! I I 0 3~5 7 9.5.. 5?44 ?1 .5S _~5s 7..33.~ _.? ___ 3o0561, 0272 __. 2z_ Z~ Q_.? 73[_60_2 2S ~. 21..  1 L J. .9. 535
74 ,lln619.ooq efS 0~0 .* .54SO o.,50 q.156 5.60n7 9.96¶1000310 6391 2282 6,197! 02 188,6 .0491 .108~7 16d91
86 ,1OP90n .0021'3 In8.! 5434 104s 8,321 5.0875 9.0520 .n034 5756 2278 b,163E 02 178,3 nfihOT .1!Z6 15.340
94 olnno44 .nP373 ItO.1 5472 10,46 ?.664 4.5991 8.1757 .00341 S395 2314 6.251E 02 174,8 .07740 ,09855 14.138
..... 112 .,09430 .002015 106.d 541A 10,52 6,380 3,9827 7,08 .3 ,0368 4656 2277 6,125E 02 154.T on7998 ,099n5 [1.768
130 .071590 .001747 107,0 5407 10,48 5.507 3,4378 6.1167 ,00395 4026 2276 6,101F 02 142,8 ].0 31T4 .0O231 10.157
TiNE ... PRS PB11.] PHt11.38 PBIS ' PB;0-
.. _._....... 60 .... 7369 ,47169 .23v71 .44879 ,3539!
T4 ,S7608 ,47371 .23b4Z .45362 .35307
_6 .57758_-4 ZZ63_-235 0 4955 .... 3459a
94 ,57?75 .46719 .23444 .44557 .33979
__.._112 _,57562 .46405 .23v06 °43655 .34113
130 ,57743 ,46760 .24409 .43549 .34336
HEAT TRANSFER DATA (H / HHEF)
TIME OF13 083.5 0H4 )86 080 ObeA 089.5 0811 0811A 00118 0812 0013 QRT4B 0915,5s 0815,5
60 .19173 .21486 .37b70 .34170 .29032 .20395 ,25821 .24496 ,26561 ,23091 ,21403 ,22944 .3n763 o22547 .27734
74 .21843 .18522 .19370 .35195 28R9R4 ,18139 .25315 .241?5 ,26292 ,22738 ,21174 .23094 .30452 ,20965 .26645
86 ,leeH7 ,167P4 ,14378 ,33366 .294q0 ,17570 .248S2 ,23411 .26607 .22196 ,20376 .23198 .31737 ,20644 .26306
94 .2nl79 .16956 .13dP7 ,31977 .2A633 .16912 .24646 .22845 .25432 .21882 ,20278 .22950 ,30975 .20107 ,25705
..1 1) .9. 1[ ..3 .. 1.6 170__.13757-2753 2.....2a0 7 . _.D9 19 . 24259 __9 22168- .25725 -21450__. 195 4 =2268 - - 31 - 19540.o-2 530---
130 ,?n? 45 .16V53 .142;4 .24555 ,27448 ,06058 ,23?33 .21227 ,23958 ,19756 ,19072 ,22018 ,27896 .10376 ,23884
TIME O15.5 0817 ORIRE 0819 OH19R 0819A OBicR 08190 OBO1E 008621 OB21- 082i0 -ORtE ... 0T4 QT6
... 60 ,31025 .22970 ,35?17 ,25290 .21677 .21949 ,26380 .26092 ',28809 .24090 ,17871 .18879 ,2 74 .027 489
74 2 ¢1449 ,23169 .3?Za4 .23175 .203?0 ,22039 .2647 .23479 ,R6l12 .23635 .16764 ,15376 ,20526 ,02698 .02548
_.2· 399 .2323 50,__..3Gl0t6__....20 3 . ...19fil ....220t?....~6205-.....22.115-..-,633-....22311 ... 16448-.-13589..-...194Z l---02781 .... 0262 -....
94 .2707[. .p3233 .304'1 .21578 .1754 .21143 ,25042 .21395 ,25190 .21208 ,161AS ,12563 .tgq5* .02703 .02558
.. _112_. .-2249 .23576 .HtHjo .20526 18,759 ,20160 ,23579 .20152 ,25615 .20712 .149?7 ,11528 .i7093 ,02611 ,02495
130 ,23566 .72553 .27690 .198R8 .IH437 .18440 ,21i.56 .19136 ,24998 .18901 .14339' .09874 ,16402 .02573 ,0248'!
TIME . ' OT8 0T8C 1li1 OTj1A nT II 0115,5 OTISiSA 0Q1T.SC OWiS.5i' QISSR oT18 OT198 0T19C OW19A Ow198
_-..-, ,~).- .. .... 0_Oo.. .00-1Z,09159._ o00922.... .,00572__00240._.00060..-_,00065 00060,....0029A,00128.... oi6m 00t30 .... 00192....
74 ,01442 .0071Q .00393 .On{77 .00944 .00581 .00231 .nO061 .00068 .00064 .00301 o00l72 .on0 60 ,00133 .00166
86 . .01401 .00727 .003,6 .00190 .00978 ,00579 ,00225 .00065 .00071 .00061 .00319 ,00171 .00157 -o00146 .00150
94 .01513 ,00714 .00372 .on207 .01005 .00580 .00218 .0'071 ;00070 .00066 .00417 ,00169 .00150 ,00153 .00130
112 .,016P7 .00710 .00342 .00223 .00925 .00611 .00215 .00070 ,00073 .00069 ,00375 .00156 ,00]30 o0035g .00120
130 .03814 .0071K .00318 .00228 .00913 ,00637 ,00205 .00074 ,00077 ,00072 ,00415 ,00139 ,00100 .00164 .00110
. . ....... . .........
45
AEOc (AR-O reIC~._jAPNOLQ AFS ,IENN.j_3U09
VON KAHMAN GAS OYNANICS FACILITY
HYPERSONIC HOTSHOT TUNNEL F.. ·
RUN 3667 NASA-SIS TEST
.... MAC- OpWO .. . .. ......
TESt CnNnlTIONS TFST GAS NITROGEN . -O ST-O AN0 HREF8A$E_OON 143Z JNCHRAOIUS__
ANGLE nF AITACK 45.200 UFG. ANGLE OF YAw 0 OEG. ANGLE oF ROLL 0 OEG. NOOEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
TIME P-INF RHn-FIN T-INF U-INF 0-INF Q-INF RE/FT TE-L. VINF P - - NO 00 eTU/ STO HRE£ BTU/ POP
NSEC PSIA L8m/CU-FT DEG R FT/SEc PSIA .X10-6 X10-6 .-.. PSIA OEG R 8TU/L8BM SOFT-SEC . SOFT SEC R PSIA
70 .047730 001223 qn.2 5453 _11.52. 3.9119 2,7e_76 5.121_.60474 4431_ .292 __F.2_0231220L.0330S °06981__ _233.
77 *01P631 .001099 9 l.9 530 11.57 3.622 2.5748 4.5812 .00504 4253 2358 6.334F 02 122.6 .04041 .06747 6.e85
92 003A223 .000q5! 99.5 5692 11.45 3.322 2.1188 3.7699 .00549 3823 2498 6.716E 02 129.4 .04445 .06607 6.134
105 .03203 .00082l 112.0 5Q44 11.27 3.129 1.6987 3.0224 .00604 3483 2715 7.331E 02 141.4 .04f34 .06503 5,782
.114 031241 .o00 05 11q.1 6162 11.33 2.805 1.3810 2.4571 .00673 3305 2901 7.876E 02 145.7 .05278 .06172 5.181
127 .a9325 .0006nA 125.9 6qO90 11.24 2.594 1.1803 2.1054 .00722 3024 3015 8.211E 02 148.4 .05642 .05994 4.799
13 a 019L_.ot0 5!~. . 11 W4l9 LA2.A3 31.43 An4n 1.17 009 .74 271A9 315L,638F n2 IS,&-06021 z05874__ L.5o2
PRESSURE 0ATA ( PRESSLaE / POP_)
.. TIME PAS PR11.3 PeII.3A Pall.3A P820_
70 .69375 .56017 .53769 .26478 *44414
______ 1.706435_5543 _.5243_..262e0__,44097_
92 .71377 .56376 .520o Q .26782 .44977
1O5 ..7 288 .56517 *53531 .27017 .44962
114 .69314 .57887 .54008 .27562 .45670
.70855 .56763 .54b52 ,27712 .46116 ..-
137 ,71060 .55556 .53328 .27674 .45890
-HEAT TRANSFER OATA (H / HNEF)
TIME 083 083.5 8q4 '096 0"8 .OS A 069.5 '11 OlIA" 08118 0812 .. 8.13 - 14' 0814. 0015.5
.70 o20394 .14,18 .15271 .20301 .22262 .057151 *210o0 .20649 .22028 .11407 .18219 .18886 .19933 ,22963 .18732
77 .22795 .1891 .173j4 ,20444 ?222$, .05592 *21026 .19o10 O22172 .15210 *17741 *190?6 .19745 *Z3226 .1'330
__ P_92 -. 21962-13,3_.l.18198-.050c,8.16 363.-no~e 110__10n ._sr~ _ P~__Sc~._,l Od ..
105 .2>991 .18430 .16411l .16314 .16618 .05794 .16204 .16592 oooo .10048 .15406 00000 Io.0o ouoe .1 ?22
.. 114 .23366 .18521 .164'2 .15428 .14617 .06044 .13115 .145380 ooo.. .09607 .14896 o0.o0 0090 0ooo *G .17092
127 .02240 .18176 .16055 .12630 .17632 .06103 .09572 .10223 o.** .09298 .124?2 go.ee 00000o .eeo *15874
137 .22187 .18325 .1618l .10372 .11309 .06049 ,08419 .08062 o.OO .09488 .09938 000e eoo.. .12332
TIME 0915.98 OH15.,A C15.9r 0150.50 0117 QSIqE OiSR ORIqA O8190 _819E . __._. I .,20821 8 -RztI_._4 _. 0 Q4 ___
70 .2121 .22 .Q4 94 .22733 .7 5718733 .14063 .13316 .18583 .02059
.7 __-21526 .21944 .20572 .22207 .20034 .25042 .1667. .15922 . 1736a .2334? .18248 .. 13342 .12484 .,18343 .02028
92 00000 .206R .1Q1082 . 1772 o00o0 .22412 .15269 · 0 o00 .16277 .20939 .0000 12335 .11695 .16317 .01954
- I 00000 00000 .17u80 .18316. *"*O .20211 .14663 0o,00 -15739 .1 9 50o1 aoG .-11767 .10818 .512?2 .01963
114 0000 00000 .16500 .15154 o0000 .16625 .13469 00 .14890 .16973 *000 .113j1 .10238 .12964 .01845
127--L !"0 00 .00 o11G3-. 1 , , 2 ...-. 10748 °oo.0.0924 7_110736 0... 1004.__06026 . . 7080 - .01851-
137 *08* 00000 .08995 ·.01560 00000 .12086 .09222 00000 o .oO 10923 0ooo o0000 OCooo .05627 .01789
TIME . ...- 016.. 0T8 " OTRC * OTll OTTiA OTIlO 0T15.5 OiS.,B OTis.5; C 0'15.5A UAdS.rR Oi T19A- 01198 OT19C
7 0 o .02124 ,01022 .00595 .00239 .00184 .00847 .00591 .00071 .00051 .00096 .00086 .00229 .0n15 9 .00?10o .00168
77 .00123 .01062 .oO83 .0024P .00182 .00795 .00563 .00073 .00057 .00088 .00084 .00245 .00145 .00109 .001Oe0
. 2 2__- 02160 _019 007..002200109 0 .0 22 .0190.00739._00553.0n0 70-..00065 .. .. 00084_ O0 oaO- 002E1.--o ai23-- D 1 ... . ia
105 .0t1P2 01110 .005q6 .002?9 .0198 .00732 .00542 .OoO1 .0072 .00075 .00018 .00244 .00119 .00147 .00132
......- 114 .02197 .01195 .00575 .00227 .00195 .00692 .00529 o0n092 .00078 .00076 .00077 .002147 .oOO8 .00125 .00123
127 .072n8 .01157 .005h6 .00224 0020 .00604 .00542 .00077 .0008S .00066 .00072 .00278 . 8 .0001268 .001106
... 137. .02172 .01239 .00b17 .00230 .00216 .00700 .00558 .00086 .. 00092 .00058 .00074 .00321 .o0n082 .00119 .00092




105 .00204 .00090 - --.. - -.... .. 
114 .ni77 .00(HR
..... 17 .. _00107 ---137 .oo7 0_ __P_3...*00___ - -. .- ..-.. - ...--.
137 ,00183 00000
46'
.=*-'---------' ----------------... . .. .... .... . ' ............................ .........................----------------------------------
AFUlC_( AkHO .A.hrN _AHNULO AIt 5 '. .TENNU. 23 I J&9
VUt. PAWMAN LAS LYNAM1CS I'ACtL0TY
----------- ------- ------ - tY? LH~uNLC.HU 15mOT IVNNE F ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
N 3a63 NASA-SIUS Iei
. ... ~CI. Dw .~.......... ............................. : ..................................................................................................................................
------- Isr-" LN.CIrN I I I , Tfr Gf A IINIIENS 9 U.AN9. EF_ A5ED UN_. .L3Z_ NCH 4ADLUS-
ANOULF OV1 A iACAL 45.CSOO UE A. OIGLE (IF YAW 0 OE. ANGLE OF ROLL 0 Uto. MODEL LENGIr 21.351 1NCHE
TI'HE .Pt~F 'H,)--IF I -N ; J-[NF w-INF U-:N'F "Ht/F'T FL 'T V,[-F . .PO.. ..... ..U .. ...... HO ....... 'T eu/ ....SI'0"HREF BTu/ v0l:'
.... ¥SEC .... PSLA LUM/Ll-F UEG ik FI/SEC . L ... l.-'LA ... .i0-6 .PS....... ... IA DEG H . UTU/LHN SUFT-SLC SOFt SEC H PSiA
84- _ ... 0?~q.07i OI 571_..IL.J0._2.TI[_JL,~O_..z L_ *vu3.._.3 6 04 .o065... ....9028:. 24'6._.O.o45E.0Z _.196.9 ....02353 _ 33 .1.... 1025 __
90 .07C47 . uoL j1 Iu4.0 611 Il.lt 6.4Ju J-.l14 7.0682 .n0413 8613 27U01 7.473E 02 215.7 .03299 .099a3 12.175
.9a ...C6!445 .u0 l'L 4L' I1. L .I - 7 .11. 1? 6..347 '.1..011. 5.e/24 *.04 53 .8133 2b14. 1.970Fj 02 222.9 *oo544 ..0,459i 1.f43
10oe .o',0b .uoIlJ314 IJ.1 615T? 11./11 571A 2.1ho 4.S392 .00444 7565 3006 d.J47E 02 225.3 ,03]52 .0131I 10.580
I ie .. °0!'.O4b ,)CllJ4 12J*.. 6. lb IL1/. 5.L~U 23 .3 2 4.16CZ .00S31 . 7107 .31t5 d.,I2E 02 229.8 .04119 .08789 9.010
12t .0'9l30 .u(L1J' ; 127.. 6-31 1l./m .e.MJ? e.656 3.E7t2 .00573 6168 32b1. 9.095E 02 232.2 .04429 .0H5j2 d.949
l-t_ .04 jte?.. - 0 0,)e -; L.. 12 11_. I- 1 .· aJ?.J_ . I _ I8..1 d .i .1 e '.o 16.... .6392 3325 .a. 0 6E..26 2531 ..041501. -08000 --- ].
PFELS'JRE IAIA ( WmLSL$0 / POP )
. .... .. tl......... ..... - : P.0 .................. ... ......... - -__---- .-_ ------.------ ----.------.----._ -........_
84 .7,'3qd Scit9c~t .544*41 .29ld2 ;)39 J b I:OUU
-. BP_.T.L~3v4.. .sij?? 1 - .55u0Q___.24Y(1 L. .. 1 ... .! IS : -----
9e .70o62 .8 3 3 . ) b 0 .24018 .,4?44 .5uje3
.10R_-b8 df)..... .510.23 .5 4 6'.'6 ·.2113 ..j426 b -----
)le *8J4.M .9-e70 .56.,/m .27j7j .')4ed- *!;415
...... 126 ..... tebb.. .S9 j .56~5'. .21619 .. 416 .. .5Uc ...........................
13E .TS'54' .H 4 5 451I' 2 . Un2O .I4,1/ .*4vo16
((EAT TY~H~S~l-.H usd4 (a / _InEF)
TIMH .44 . .J. - -14 .j6
........ 8... .21' 30.. lt'itl .24/.l1. .31757
90 11h2 I11 125 19 .sh, 2 .~J,7 4
... . ...... 02..9 1... l202 ..11422 24...o . .2 3
10
.
.210.1t/ . 15: .Si39 *3JlSn
. 1161....2 l ,Ju .lJi ' b .15,)2 .2 02.4
1 2, .21LJ( .. l l( 5 .I S I I .I1i 1
13t. 2 * I' .I: Ie. .'h 1b5 .I 112 3
TIME I0- 1. '.A U" .'. , C .~ . SI .... Jlr } 7
b4t{ .- 2?33 I23,l! .?9j 3 .244lh
.~lh'VSc, . j5)'1 .27i.?7 .233db
101 .2111 .2 ~ldb . L" .2 3;4
11e . I 3, .223J .23/"2 .2 I ;
... __~ .12t~.__.Z-.r.. lt 11...j ~_20')_3 o 0U03
13"' .2Cr142 .212'3 .7o 1 . iIS'4
TIME . .ilb 1 UlIdC 'T11
84 .J?049 .912L13 .OO,'1 .00],34
90 .O213J .uii'J .,Il/'" .uj033
8. .... flqP ....~ ....11el .0016,*.I4 '4
I0B .1>1I12 .1 4 2
1Ze ~~~~~~.002'~I0 It. Q? 3? ~1 21 |,' ./),4w . 9'2 I.
l~t .0?]'35 . II I 5 '. .00;' 1) .00 2 9 
136. .Ug2:.11 .. 0111~ ,JO~/l .. 00300
TIMl r1 ' 4 C AId 4A l I,)WL 9H
90 . (2 111'9, 00 i .IoU I t,'LL
(/p oql:I[ ' ) · I'1I ,' A 0 1 ,~4
JJ · (' 0. L PJ *(;. J'* ;;' 0) I e q
Ile C . , 
13h * f~ U, f; t"~ I {IJ,{ [ L{ 1 f I 3b .00 I I Ou I fj('
0--- -- 8A LdY.5 (H I' 0-6Ii 
. 7,{? .1605 O . .2b35 .23131 .. 3603
.,27el .it440 .2-10b .,l44 .2°2633
.ea441 ....14ell .2e 6 .2e79..._...2439
.e431 .LuJ024 .21329 .19441 .22277
.·,'0 oh .i0?J .*1o97 .I 034 .21519
.·C131) *ublli .LMhA5 .1(248 .21130
.?0049 . .u1w3 .12173 .18009 .20582
'InIlHE UV LSH UmlSA 'int" r)H1YO
."uTIIA .ŽUb4t u'2 52 '17i41 '21907
*d4Zo ..~v~) .1 ~ ht~·c22Ij1. *7 0 9J3 )2 4r1 
. 2001 4 .. 1i1l3 .O7oC L .00I39 .00238
.eo14! .,)[U1 .1u4l7 .2124) .1l;35
.. 402129 .I_01'I .__0 j G .2019053 .01 172
j.' e.4 I .I Ub I ? 2 I I bo 45 - i 0o5
l? UII, Ol tl .1 I:IC ,j 5.  011 .,,
.uuIII .. OLLt3 .01)4ce .010b39 rI023f
.vw !7l .JuJ .'I .31A2? .u5u 0 .7c0123.uogIlr 0 V~ NOF 1.0 gCI
.:o2%14 .0u 4d .2U5iI .01i17 .001l6
. 0o. . .jud1 UO43d .. .ob .0 00112

















.00' ,J 00 .0 00 .014
*,u0Sb .Jn0h9 .000eY
.0 4.00, .00072 .0006o
.UUV-d .0070 .00017
.000U 2 .000b4 .00071






.296O0 .229v0 .2 1 
.24540 .2143$ ..20t)0
.2394b .20604 .191bd
.2310V . 1033 .1129b




.12P0 .. 17382 .0220'
.1183 .-16310 u0124
.1L.20 .. 15419 .0138'.
.11016 .14sli6 *u203d






e .ooe .00120 .00U00ou
oo. . .o00130 .00180
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AEOC (ARO, INC.) ARNOLO AFSo TENN... 3 89
YON XKARPlAN - A OYNAPiLCS FACILITY
YPLR$SOhIC MOtSHOT TUNN~j F '...
---------------------------------------------
~U ~ -'36 - --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IEST CINO[TIONS TEST GAS N!TROGEN 0-0O ST-or ANO HWEF BASED ON .132 INCH RADIUS
ANuLE"-OF £TTXCK-30.ZO utG, --- NG-rT-Yd 0 MG ANGLE OF ROLL 0 UEG, F0-EL LENGTH 21.35iINCHES
...----. Tir ....- '[NK"' -- R-rt- F'"?olN C'"U -u-TNr-'C-INF -Q~INF'-R E/ PT ------ E- --- ...VTNr ------- . .. .. TO --------- mg......-- 00 BTu STO 'HREF TU/' ... POPTt~f ~NF A, F-T1NFU-TNF~1NF 0IA~/~T. tL.V'TF--P0~TO.MO- O e~ rsTa NREF Or "' "
P5CC PSIA LBM/CU-FT CEG w FT/SEC PSIA XI0-6 X10-6 . . . .PSI1A DElG R UTU/L8 SOFT-SEC SOFT SEC R PSIA
84 .inepa .002531 109.1 s550oa 10.55 B.i 4.9530 8,e126 .00131 6008 2335 b.328F 02 186.6 *n;6e2 .16396 15.280
.o?497 .1007 14. O730..... i.......2...8........0-.3?l 48..664 2. Z!
132 .069251 .001513 119*4 SA 0?_ . 36._. 5222 ... O9 1 .Q .--- P0434 - 24 8 89- .b04, 6 E .02 *j _, 03548__ P.08337 .... 9..9 40
PRESSURE DATA ( PHESS[AE / POP 
...... ...... .. --- ---- ---- .. - ----- ---  -- - ----- -- - -- ------ ----- ------ ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ ------ ----- ------ -----------
TImE PHS PB i.3A P811.-l PRIS PR20 PT12
94 79qO00 .61600 .32a14 .61300 .58377 ,00bu6
13.....O..... lo .61937 '.33105"'.61833' '.58100".o00596 -------
.. I..E.AT'TRANSFE ATA--(H7 HEF ----------R -- ------a ---------(-w---- ----------------.............................F .
rr1c n u~ oei lja -- v '. u5a14 J6 ------ Us A'. ( 01 t7nul A--' nff TI 1 IffB- U-8 r4-08y4WF15; -5-
84 ,244A6 .20607 .30148 .35886 .30440 .22756 .31727 .26734 .26307 .26305 .23985 .26200 .26711 .32900 .23451
-4-2328~"`o*~~~~;~i;?90 19664-.259 " 964 ,  *1e 124 .29332 .24-4 ..,5994 .24144 .2313 ..24300 .26629 .)200o *2319ts
132 .24065 .20622 .18u53 :21018 .25512 .*25368 .2155A .24731 .22480 .2o .230oo .253J. 1000o./2i3b
-----........ . ------- ...~s .?6 . es ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~3 ~ ~s-~ 7 ~ ~6 ---oo_.. soJ6 ... 33o..5 ..
TIME OHI.i9C Ol,5.5D UO17 ORlqE U819g 0819A R08198 0Qq190 81E 0821 OH210 08210 R0)1E QT4 UTo
94 *26612 .313el *22g5Q .28667 .22009 .22500 ,2634d .24477 .?4115 .23100 .161@0 .15556 .24647 02510 .o016u
-3 ......2784 ...?*258u4 '22el4"'25H90 ,20114 .'19400'.2475g'".2j220o'-25788 .22 o9 *.15019 .1296? .. Q194 02520 .01630
-........ It 2.......T8 "- OfC- ----' I .... OTTla'OTI- .... I C. ..TIIC'"T01'15 A"OTI5; T1.SC'UJWI15.5A' O15.5R -.....0TI...OT19A ...- OTI 9,3
84 *0110o .007e3 .004H6 o 0 0 1 q 8 .01240 .00611 .005i .On.387 nooP2 .00085 o00A9 .0oo0e7 ._Oo'0B_ 0I ._0028HJ
9 liu O- oo077 2 oo4'9 .00191 .1210 *U0 99.00540 .00'4 .r)0069 .0001.t .00079 .0007_1 .*.0?6 .0016? .0027.
......... .. 32.. ...... 00199 ... 908 ,0 ... ob._o21  *oi~O *00149 *o0412 *0O211 .0124,,,~056-r .O.0.0.- o5i .O.39?_..00,0 .0009 .000.1 ... 01_8..0QS8 ....001Sb ...00029
IIME OTlqC Ow19A QWIOq
-........ 84- ..;oo2 l .00272 ..o01.1.
94 .on?37 .o00?52. ....
__
13:-2 .;O'~\IB---. 0 O2 *200155
....... ....... .... . . .. ... . . ----.--------------------------------------------------------.-----.-----------.-----.-------------- 
------.-----.---------.......... ............
................. ... ... . . . . . . ................................ .................................................. .... . ......
............ .......... .... ....-- --.- ---- --- ---- ---- -.- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- --- . --- -.-- ---- --- ---- ---- --- ---- ---- . -- ---- ---- --- -- - - - - ...................................................
................... ....... ....................................... . ......... - - -- ..... ............... .........................................................------
........ .......................................................................................................................................... 
........
........................................ -------- I------------------------------- 
----......................................................................
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~................... . . . .  .................. .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.............. .. ... ....................... .................................... ............. . ... ... ....... ..........................
. ............. .... .......... I...........I.............................. . .... . ........... ...... .............................
.. - .............................................. . ............. .. ............ ... .......................
............................ ...... . .......... ................... ....... .. ... .. . ....... ...... ......... ....................................
- - ·---- ·-- ---- - --- ------ ------------- - ·--- · - --------- -- - ---------- - - --------- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - -. . .. . . . . . .
.............. ....... ... ..... ......... ....... ... . . ....... ....... ....... . . .. ........... .......... I............... ..... ... ...... ....... .............
48
AE(IC (ARO INC.) ARNOLO AFS. TENN. 37389
V6N--M Arm.b OlS Cl Y'NAWC SFVACIL Ily
IYPERSOAI5 C MOIS TU- - - - - - -- -
· "~'~. .. YPERS~hI¢ .. OISHO! [UhN....... ... ... ---..-...- ...--. ..................
N_'366s NASA-r SS TEST ----- --- ----
#OAC- OO..
TEST CnNOITIONS TEST GAS NITHOGEN 0-0. ST-O0 AND HREF RASED UN .132 INCH HADIUS
" -- "-"---ANE " FATEC' 60 O0'"ED . ANGtE -F TAW 0 UEG.L ANGL OF HOLI Ia-0'L-E'NTW7I-' NES-''
.. TM -P....- TNF RM.O-IfF T-INF U-INF M-[NF O-INF "#EIFT ..... R-- L- 'V T'Nf ....R V.... ... TO- HO -- -00 gTU*' STO HREF RTU/ -'PO.P-.
MSEC PSIA L8H/CU-F! 0EG H Ft/SEC PSIA XU10-6 X10-6 P51A DEG R RTU/LRN SOFT-SEC SOFT SEC R PSIA
7T .122235 o0o3046 I4. 3 S ? 10o.4 9.387 6.025 10o.e223 n29.n7 638R 2189 o.9 4 5 F 02 180.6 .n?403 ol92 17.310
~~~~~~~~~~~0. .16992 731
-P 69hJ-95 i1;;~'~5 ~ d;;-; 5~~T~9 154 .a; 5~-n3~~-;60-~i*i 0'34-4 fill -13'9760
135 .o6S2 oo01425 120.d 5N85S 10.38 4 .Y67 2 561 68 ?EOZ-6o.6.04191362,L 2 130-
PRESSIRF rATA ( PHESSLAE / POP 
TIME PH5 PnlI.3 Ffll.1A PAII.3] PH15 PB20 PT1Z
95 ,09693 ,.i600 .,T3nA.43100 .19766 ,74900 .00716 ----
- 135 ---- s- .79000 A754,H ! .43300 ..o314 .73.800 .00723.............-
HEATITRANSFER DATAIH- - - -/ H--EF-- ----- -----------------
- ¥I"E OR3'- -- ~B3~5"-''--~T' U~6 -- ~q' UmeA UBq.~ G~ll n'T'[- U~]]u U~2'r Uel~ oR~8U'O~[~.-- 15;S~-
75 .2253 .Il417 .20J42 .45727 .30927 .22883 .30793 .26333 .)7600 .25d61 .25473 .29000 .37500 .26221 .. 292(0
. Q2------- P12S7 - .20138 * , -19 ?665n) 144f!8 _' ---'.-24i51 ". 63Ioo .24364. 211p1i.278o0 *36400 *2259A .20400
135.. .o .... .. 00 .... 1745 ....21225 .. 0H.9 .2053. .2..146_.190nQ .1965s 7 ... 186e9..... 22600oq ..... 2, I.o o .... . 0b
TIME Q19.SA.UH1s5.SC C¢15.o0 1R17 IRIBE 0819R 0819olA ORq198 8 U OBI9E 082128 08210 ORIE 0T4 UT6
75 .?~liO~iLi)~-5i Zln Z9T .29e'T7 .33441jdT5 47-j~i *21898 .2TZ6694.3p581 .01320O .01370
95 .2-700 .26069 .31146- .26100 .24234 .22662._ 22900 ._2q500.....,3996 .2849 .19382 .. 20755... 28.5.._.0130 ..o0133u
1~..i 5...-.2. .00 .'?4027 ..25e3 .2OOO .20222 "18 9 24 .18800 .22100 .,0136 ,23618 *16319 .12351 .221?7 .02170 .01310
....TIVE ........- OT8 '..OTpC .---- O11 ...----OT'- . .----QTI ....o01 ITC'T---D TI5 'TlS;SATiS5ToT rI. s C' ui5.sA.dt -JBR ...V18 . . . . ?/j'09A 1 " 'OT9 u'3"
15 ,0100 .OOP53 .00~37 ,00159 .01440 .00657 .0031 8 ,0o lo ,o163 . .... t014_5 .001? .O__6_ .Q0. _.04.......041 3....0046 ___
9S--o I- ,Ol .uuo761¥-- . 3Of33' , 131C-Oo90 , 05d9 o,002E8 ,00329 .o011 ,00133 , 24 ,0013J .Onf266 .0041, .00470
.00699 *00oJgo .00133 .:011'. .0056 o .. 00301..09.7 QOAll-. 0009b .0009S. .0o10i0o_'... 0o 85... 9.44-
TIME 0119C *J 196 Uwlqq
......... 75 '';oo0i7 '.o0417 .0oo- -
95 *0n368 .003'9 .00lI0
~~R~13 5.--h ooi?4 .o002 !Z
.............................................................................. .......................... .......... . ........------------ -------------- - ------------- ------------ --------.
.......... ................................................................................................................................................................................
................................ .... .... .. .. -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . .
----------------------..------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------...
.............................................................................................----  ... ......... . ......... .. .. ..... ... .. ..... ... ........ .. ........... ... ... ... .. .... .. .. .. ..
.............................. . ... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . -- -- - -- -- --...- --- --- - - . - -- - --- - ---- - - . - -- --- --. - ---- ------ ---- ------- ---------- -- --------- ---- - -..............................
....- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . .
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I _- ----- -- - ........... . ..... ........ I... - - . ........ .. ......... ....... ............ - ..- ..... - ... . ... l. - .- .... ........... ........... ..... . ... ...
~,.~ A~EODC LAEQ.LI~C ._ARNQLO. _AAEFTENN_13Z3a9
VON KARuAN GAS (YNAPICS FACILITY
...... 36uHY7PERSOhlc HOTSMOT TUNNEL F
RUN 3e&67 N~A-STS TEST
_. MOAC- WO .. .
TEST CnNDITIONS TEST GAS NITROGEN o-0 -ST-O0 AND HREF BASED_ON. R132_INCH AOIUS
ANtLE OF ATTACK 25.000 OFG. ANGLE oF YAw 0 OEG. ANGLE OF ROLL 0 OEG. MODEL LENGTH 21.351 INCHES
* TIE P-INF RHOn-lI T-IHF U-INF M-INF O-INF RE/FT RE-L V-IN - PO TO HO 00 STU/ STO HREF BTU/ POP
tSEC PSt4 LBM/CU-FT DEG R FT/SEC . PSIA X10-6 X10-6 .. .. PSIA OEG R BTU/LBN SOFT-SEC SOFT SEC R P5IA
S_0 .051701 ..0n14P? _94.7_ 529_ 1140_ .R85 _3-3719 5S.994.o00434 5210 _2348 _633 9 E 02 142-6 .D3480_ 0Oi886_ _ .9,017
SS ,05?455 .01220 111.S 5088 11.37 4.745 2.5679 4*.6P9 .00496 5?88 2727 7.428F 02 177.3 .O, 9 59 .08lnB 8.770
62 .051724 00n936 144.3 6623 11.06 4.430 1.6749 2.9801 .n0o97 4786 3293 9 .115E 02 222.9 .04620 .08097 8,20Z
75 .044666 .000739 157., 6Q50 11.1o 3.d51 1.26q5 2.2571 .nO688 4453 3596 1.00oo3E 03 237.2 .o5309 .07763 7.135
__ 9 .03111 *o00oqq 14.2 6725 11-16 3.409 1.2530 2.2294 .n0697 3965 3393 9 .392e 02 20e.9 .5s438 .07218 6.313
99 .036163 .000633 149.2 6796 11.16 3.152 1.1227 1.5976 .n0736 3721 3460 9 .589E 02 203.1 .05722 .06955 5.838
il0_.03785o8_.o0005 e3._152 _663.1,15-_ 2-959_.98q73- _1.357_-.n07 4__3420 3526__-9782E 02.. 198.2 _-o6014 .. 0663L ._...5.297
131 .028148 .000475 154.7 6P60 11.08 2.417 .8221 1.4628 .00854 2845 3538 9 .799E 02 182,6 .06610 .06091 4.478
*- PRESSURE 7AT I- PRESSURE/ .POP
-- TIME 8*P1!i.3 P11.A34 PJs P820 .. ..- ---
50 .2n351__ 17733__ 199eL. __.. 1426
SS *20155 .17561 .19794 .16646
_62 }99P7 .17492 .00P86 .16792
7? .19913 .17674 .20092 .16592
-90 g .n436 *17169 .19716 .16426
99 .PPS79 .17251 .19748 .16610
_ l_.o *350_.-__._115 4 __L0L .16474
137 .20849 .17453 .20424 .17165
NEAT TRANSFER DATA (H / H FF)- .
TIME 044 R a4R6 -- o8RAA ORs A9.5 ORIl0 08114A o08il8 ' 18 3-0814 . .. 0814 8 0815.5 0'I OR5.sR 0o1g .SA* oRIs.sc5 O15.50
_5Q .e- .o5-863 _-- 7-? -- 07LL__4-40Z_.712240 09a93_-.lio.- 09. 622 .. 13118__.1.4364 ... 0253 .17642_..1208e4_. 1379
55 .ln633 .06219 .04262 .04640 .03554 .08632 .07046 .09717 .10050 .09501 .13799 .07981 .08953 .07064 .117?d
6..2.. .e1220 .06086 .03536 .045Q2 .03485 .06ei34 .05362 .08547 .09201 .05954 .119q2 .04934 .05599 .05353 .0d201
7 ,0q97n5 ,05819 .030n8 .04277 .03393 .06507 .05012 .0o337 .067q6 .05413 .09192 .04992 .05229 .05227 .0774a
90 . 09o 9 .05711 .03755 .04119 .03202 .06540 .05166 .07751 .06845 .05345 .08678 .04946 .05172 .05,74 .07545
99 .1n765 .05669 .03957 .04779 .03290 .06441 .04q22 .064l1 .05279 .05253 .06935 .04809 .0i165 .0553s .07800
.... 0_.__10173._ 0584 t_ 0355_ .. 04274.__.03247_.06337__.048 8 o0551 ....04254_...05341 .. 0..4774_.04674  ,04986 _...05466. _ 75E5 _
137 .10233 .05957 .04199 .04237 .03219 .06407 .04763 *e.o* .03596 .05265 .03232 .04541 .04829 .05573 .01984
.TIE 0- 0 A8E OFI 0 ' 819 ORi9B 01I190 OBI1E 01121 ORq21 OT4 T6 OT OTGC 'Tl7 'oTiA 0T118
.. .. . .19673 .11078 .10603 .11990 .09314 .13932 .120S5 .04914 .01778 .02274 .01846 .01019 ,00136 .00?50 .00740
55 .14346 -10660 .08499 .0a30R .05412 .10469 ,11195 .02539 .01578 .02051 .01608 .00¥.00 .0034 .002?47 .00695
____6 -2 .. 0341 _ .09700_056E-..-- 052 3._. 03141 T..E.6T _..I3e5- .01 443....- 71307... 01808 .,01534 . 00938..- ,n31 8 ..,00?46- .0066'
75 n,0677 .08 2q .n371R .04559 .03140 .0b?03 .08839 .n0144 .01170 .05ls43 01344 .009c6 .0095 .00?52 .008e
_ 9. 0 ... 17 .07978 *o2v53 ,04475 .03111 .05163 .08254 .01596 o01152 .01496 .01374 .00921 .On303 .00256 .00596
99 .0O416 .n7004 .029s6 .04615 .03309 .05948 .07354 .01536 .01115 .01397 .01267 .00917 .00287 .00255 .00607
... 110. .0174 .04540 .02902 .04537 033]05 .05749 .051E7 .01493 .01099 .01277 .01175 .00900 .00n21 .00256 .00619
137 ,OgaAS ,03233 .02999 .04555 .03179 .06079 .02516 .01556 ,00990 .01076 .01021 oo00918 00n274 *eo-o .00591
i el l . OT19 TisC OWIqA OWl98
5Q0 .01178 .003'1 .00289 00n973 .00071 .00082 .00353 .00112 .00110 .00048 .00083 .000o85 _
55 .01009 .00323 .002P7 .00922 o00068 .00003 .00321 .0n109 .00105 .00046 .0000 .00041
. 62 on ,Oe9 .002P5 .00247 .00o53 .00064 ,00085 .00302 .00106 '.00097 .00045 .00073 ,00079
75 .00761 .00271 .00199 .00685 .00062 .00090 .00267 .OnlOO .00088 .00043 .00068 .00075
.91__,7t1_.00247. 02? _ 0297___006._ 0061. _,00 09o2_._005Q o .. 00095.. .00075 _.0 4. 0 5.. _00071
99 .0n7?3 .00213 .000n3 .n0065 .00062 .00102 .00253 .0nos2 .00068 .00044 .00064 .00069
.110 ,00642 .00229 .00212 .00610 .00058 .00111 .00251 .00087 .00060 .00041 .00066 .00066 . _
137 .0o672 .00230 .00218 .00598 .00059 .00123 .002e0 .00079 .00062 .00042 .00063 .00063
50
___ __ ___ ·_I_______C_____e_____ ___I__·_
APPENDIX III
SELECTED TOP AND BOTTOM SURFACE CENTERLINE PLOTS
OF GAGE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
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Note: Theae contours and model geometry are shown in the camera view.
' re f is the heat transfer rate to the
agnation point of a i-in diameter
hemisphere cylinder probe corrected to
a 0.13 2-in. nose radius.
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